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Abstract
This dissertation presents the construction procedure of “high-frequency” daily mea-
sure of changes in housing valuations, and analyzes its return dynamics, as well as
investigates its relationship to capital markets. The dissertation consists of three
chapters. The first chapter introduces the house price index methodologies and
housing transaction data, and reviews the related literature. The second chapter
shows the construction and modeling of daily house price indexes and highlights the
informational advantage of the daily indexes. The final chapter provides detailed
empirical and theoretical investigations of housing index return volatilities.
Chapter 2 discusses the relationship of the housing market with the other markets,
such as consumer good market and financial markets. Different housing price indexes
and their construction methodologies are introduced, with emphases on the repeat
sales model and S&P/Case Shiller Home Price Index. A detailed description of the
housing transaction data I use in the dissertation is also provided in this chapter.
Chapter 3 is co-authored with Professor Tim Bollerslev and Professor Andrew
Patton. We construct daily house price indexes for ten major U.S. metropolitan
areas. Our calculations are based on a comprehensive database of several million
residential property transactions and a standard repeat-sales method that closely
mimics the procedure used in the construction of the popular monthly Case-Shiller
house price indexes. Our new daily house price indexes exhibit dynamic features
similar to those of other daily asset prices, with mild autocorrelation and strong
iv
conditional heteroskedasticity. The correlations across house price index returns are
low at the daily frequency, but rise monotonically with the return horizon, and are
commensurate with existing empirical evidence for existing monthly and quarterly
house price series. Timely and accurate measures of house prices are important in
a variety of applications, and are particularly valuable during times of turbulence,
such as the recent housing crisis. To quantify the informational advantage of our
daily index, we show that a relatively simple multivariate time series model for the
daily house price index returns, explicitly allowing for commonalities across cities
and GARCH effects, produces forecasts of monthly house price changes that are
superior to various alternative forecast procedures based on lower frequency data.
Chapter 4 investigates the properties of housing index return volatilities. Similar
to stock market volatility, housing volatilities are found to respond asymmetrically to
negative and positive returns. A direct test of volatility on changes in loan-to-value
ratio suggests that the observed volatility asymmetry does not stem from changes in
degree of housing financial leverage, but could result from the risk premium carried by
housing volatility, which is supported by a consumption-based asset pricing model
with housing. Moreover, housing and stock volatilities are found to be positively
correlated from a set of predictive regressions based on realized variances of housing
and stock markets, in which higher (lower) volatility in one market will be followed
by higher (lower) volatility in the other. Finally, housing and stock cross-sectional
return dispersions are shown to contain useful information in predicting both within-
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1Introduction
This dissertation is mainly motivated by the important effects of changes in housing
valuations on the overall economy, which have been highlighted by the recent eco-
nomic crisis. The level of housing prices is generally believed to be a reflection of
consumer confidence, which is an important indicator of economic recovery.
Timely measures of housing price movements contain important information con-
cerning the current state of economy, which should be of direct interest to policy mak-
ers, central banks, developers and lenders, as well as, potential buyers and sellers.
Chapter 2, “Housing Market: Price Measures and Transaction Data,” introduces the
existing measures of changes in housing valuations, which are called the house price
indexes. They are only available at relatively low monthly or quarterly frequencies,
compared to most other financial asset classes, which ignores the information in the
within-month variations in housing prices and leads to an underestimate of housing
market risk. Chapter 3, “Daily House Price Indexes: Construction, Modeling and
Longer-Run Predictions” co-authored with my advisors Professor Tim Bollerslev and
Professor Andrew Patton, directly addresses this problem by constructing a new set
of daily house price indexes for ten major U.S. metropolitan areas, using a compre-
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hensive database of more than a hundred millions housing transactions. Our daily
indexes are based on standard repeat sales method that closely mimics the procedure
used in the construction of the popular monthly Case-Shiller home price indexes. We
find that the daily housing returns exhibit similar characteristics to other daily asset
returns, with mild autocorrelation and strong conditional heteroskedasticity, which
are well described by a relatively simple multivariate GARCH type model. The
sample and model-implied correlations across house price index returns are very low
at the daily frequency, but rise monotonically with the return aggregation horizon,
and are all commensurate with existing empirical evidence for the existing monthly
and quarterly house price series. We show the informational advantages of our new
more finely sampled daily price series through forecasting performance comparison,
in which daily housing returns, together with the daily return model, produce out-of-
sample forecasts of monthly housing returns that are superior to various alternative
forecast procedures based on lower frequency data.
The availability of daily house price indexes opens the possibility for many other
applications. Chapter 4, “Housing Price Volatilities: Asymmetries and Linkage to
Stock Price Volatilities,” is based on the fact that daily housing data could afford
a more accurate measure of housing volatilities, which is another important infor-
mational advantage of holding the finer sampled asset prices. Understanding the
dynamics of housing volatility and its relation to financial market volatility is of
great importance to portfolio design and risk management in the presence of hous-
ing or real estate securities. I find that similar to stock market volatility, housing
volatility responses asymmetrically to negative and positive returns both in aggre-
gate market and in seven out of the ten metropolitan areas. A direct test of this
effect on changes in loan-to-value ratio suggests that the observed volatility asym-
metry does not stem from changes in degree of underlying housing financial leverage,
but could result from the risk premium carried by housing volatility. I provide a
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risk-based explanation of the aggregate housing volatility asymmetry through a styl-
ized consumption-based asset pricing model with housing. The model also suggests
that housing and stock volatilities are positively correlated, which I empirically ex-
amine using a set of predictive regressions based on realized variances of housing
and stock markets. The empirical results suggest that volatilities of the two markets
are strongly linked. In particular, higher (lower) volatility in one market will be
followed by higher (lower) volatility in the other. Finally, housing and stock cross-
sectional return dispersions are shown to contain useful information in predicting
both within-market and cross-market realized volatilities.
3
2Housing Market: Price Measures and Transaction
Data
2.1 Introduction
The recent economic crisis, which arguably originated with the precipitous drop
in housing prices that began in 2006, directly underscores the important effects of
changes in housing valuation on the capital markets and the overall economy. For
most of the U.S. households, residential home is their largest financial asset holdings
in their portfolios, and thus changes in housing valuation influence their saving and
spending decisions. The housing market not only affects the consumer goods market
through wealth effect, it also influences the financial sector through mortgage market
and mortgage-backed securities, as well as investors’ portfolio management activities.
The total valuation of U.S. residential real estate market is about $16.5 trillion
in the year of 2010, according to the Federal Reserve Flow of Fund Accounts of the
United States, comparing to about $17.5 trillion as the total value of stock market,
according to the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). Case et al. (2005,
2011) examine the linkage between increases in housing wealth, financial wealth, and
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consumer spending. They find a statistically significant effect of housing wealth upon
household consumption, which is larger than the effect of stock market wealth upon
consumption.
2.1.1 Housing and financial markets
The housing market also influences the financial sector through mortgage market
and investors’ portfolio management activities. A number of studies discuss house-
holds’ portfolio management in the presence of housing asset. Cocco (2005) studies
the effect of investment in housing on the composition of portfolio, and finds that
housing investment helps to explain the patterns of cross-sectional variation in the
composition of wealth, as well as the level of stockholdings observed in portfolio
composition data. Yao and Zhang (2005) compare the investors’ portfolio compo-
sitions, when they own a house versus rent the housing services. They find that
when indifferent between renting and owning a house, the investors who own a house
reduce the equity proportion in their net worth, but hold a higher equity propor-
tion in their liquid financial portfolio to reduce the financial and labor-income risks,
which highlights the important role that housing asset plays in the investor’s optimal
dynamic portfolio decisions. Flavin and Yamashita (2002) examine the household’s
optimal portfolio problem in presence of owner-occupied housing asset under a mean-
variance efficiency framework, and argue that the portfolio constraint imposed by the
consumption demand of housing influences the household’s optimal financial asset
holdings. Flavin and Yamashita (2011) develop a model of optimal portfolio alloca-
tion, which accounts for the housing adjustment cost and housing price risks.
Housing prices are fundamental to many financial products, such as mortgage
insurance, asset-backed securities and real estate investment trusts (REITs). Mort-
gage insurance is an insurance policy that compensates lenders for losses due to the
default of a mortgage loan. Default rates are usually high when the housing prices
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continuously go down and leave the lenders or investors with negative equity. Bard-
han et al. (2006) develop an option-based model for the pricing of mortgage insurance
contracts in closed form, in which the sole state variable is the collateral value of the
underlying asset. The dynamics of asset value would have significant impact on the
pricing of the mortgage insurance contracts. Mortgage-backed security (MBS) is a
sort of asset-backed security that is secured by a pool of mortgages. The mortgage
default risk, which is one of the key valuation factor of MBS, is closely associated
with the changes in housing prices. A real estate investment trust (REIT) is a com-
pany that owns, operates or invests in income-producing real estate. It is a liquid
asset class traded on major exchanges. REITs are generally believed to share many
similar characteristics with stocks, but are not as closely linked to the underlying real
estate as expected, although the linkage is shown to be time-varying by Clayton and
MacKinnon (2001). For example, Pavlov and Wachter (2010) show that a statisti-
cally significant relationship between REITs and real estate returns is only found in
the office sector. This weak linkage might be attributable to the construction method
of most real estate indexes. By examining the REITs, Cotter and Roll (2011) find
that investment in real estate is far more risky than what might be inferred from the
S&P/Case-Shiller indexes.
2.1.2 Housing price volatility
The effects of risk and valuation of housing market on the consumer goods market
and financial markets underscore the importance of possessing an accurate measure
of changes in housing valuations. The most common measure is the house price
index, which tracks the average changes in housing prices in a particular geographic
area. Various index construction methods are proposed and assessed in the housing
literature, but those indexes are only measured at relatively low frequencies, either
monthly or quarterly. The low frequency reporting makes the real-time monitoring
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of housing price movements impossible; in addition, the aggregation reduces the
apparent volatility, thus resulting in chronic underestimation of housing risk. The
diversification gains by including real estate and real estate derivatives (see, e.g.,
Webb et al., 1988; Hoesli et al., 2004) emphasize the importance of understanding
the dynamics of housing price volatility and its relationship to the financial market
volatility. The dynamics of housing return volatility itself have not received much
attention in the literature. The aggregation or moving average procedure makes the
housing prices very smooth, so housing is generally believed to be an investment
asset with steady growth rate and low risk. The recent bubble, bust and gradual
recovery in the U.S. housing market clearly reveal the significant volatility in housing
prices. It would be particularly interesting to study how the dynamics of housing
volatility interact with overall business conditions, such as the credit availability.
The volatility linkage between housing and financial markets is closely related
to the extensive literature on volatility transmission. Over the past decade, most
research has focused on the spillover effect among different geographic markets for
the same asset class, for example equity, bonds, and foreign exchange (see, e.g., King
and Wadhwani, 1990; Hamao et al., 1990; Baillie et al., 1993; Susmel and Engle,
1994). The recent turbulence in the U.S. housing market has brought attention to
the volatility spillover among local housing markets and among real estate derivatives
markets. Michayluk et al. (2006) study the behavior of return on synchronously
priced indices of U.S. and U.K. securitized real estate markets, and show that there
exist significant asymmetric effects on both the volatility and correlation dynamics
between the two markets. Miao et al. (2011) find that volatility linkage tends to
be stronger during the active phase than during the calm phase, and East region
between New York, Boston and Washington, DC, show a considerable amount of
volatility transmission, while housing markets in the Central and Mountain regions
appear to be relatively independent. Hoesli and Reka (2011) examine volatility
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spillover effect between the stock and the securitized real estate markets for U.S.,
U.K., and Australia, among which U.S. is found to have the strongest effect. Zhu
et al. (2012) focus on U.S. regional housing markets, and document that besides the
geographic closeness, similarity in economic conditions is also an important source
of cross-market dependencies. Much less attention has been paid to the volatility
linkage between financial markets and real sectors, an exception being the stream of
studies on the relationship between the equity and oil markets (Malik and Ewing,
2009; El Hedi Arouri et al., 2011). The lack of studies on the volatility linkage
between the equity and housing markets is partly due to the lack of housing price
measures that are at a comparable measurement frequency to equity data. The
housing price measures are usually computed and published monthly or quarterly,
while high frequency intraday stock market data has been commonly used in the
stochastic volatility literature in recent years.
Houses are heterogeneous assets; every house is unique, in terms of location,
attributes, and etc, which makes different houses respond differently to economic
shocks. Homeowners also have different demographic characteristics. An increase in
economic uncertainty increases the dispersion of some demographic characteristics,
such as income due to heterogeneous abilities, and may also generate many corre-
sponding housing activities, such as forced moves and foreclosures, both of which
increase the cross-sectional dispersion of housing returns within a region, so the
cross-sectional dispersions of housing returns should contain useful information of
both housing market and overall macro economic conditions. The cross-sectional
dispersion in the stock market, which relates to the idiosyncratic volatility, has been
well studied in the finance literature. A study by Garcia et al. (2011) formally shows
that the cross-sectional dispersion is a model-free measure of average idiosyncratic
variance. The idiosyncratic volatility of the stock market is found to vary with
economic conditions, and it also moves with stock market volatility together coun-
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tercyclically (see, e.g. Campbell et al., 2001; Stivers, 2003; Connolly and Stivers,
2006). In terms of housing cross-sectional dispersion, Plazzi et al. (2008) document
that the cross-sectional dispersion of commercial real estate returns fluctuates with
macroeconomic variables that are closely related to business cycles, such as term
and credit spread, inflation, and short-term interest rates. Van Nieuwerburgh and
Weill (2010) use a spatial equilibrium model to study the house price dispersion across
metropolitan areas, and argue that faced with an increase in the productivity disper-
sion across areas, households choose to reallocate from lower to higher productivity
metropolitan areas, a choice that generates increases in the observed cross-sectional
dispersions of both house prices and wages. By contrast, most measures of housing
return dispersion, such as in Plazzi et al. (2008) and in Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill
(2010), are computed across geographic areas. A more accurate measure of the hous-
ing risk faced by a typical homeowner should be based on the dispersion across the
returns of specific houses. This measure will be constructed using a detailed housing
transaction database and will be studied in this dissertation.
A good measure of changes in housing prices is essential to all the studies discussed
above. Various house price indexes have been proposed in the real estate literature.
Next section discusses the pros and cons of those indexes, with a focus on the popular
S&P/Case-Shiller index that is based on a standard repeat sales model.
2.2 House price indexes
A house price index is a measure that tracks the average changes of house prices
through time in a specific geographic area. It is of great importance to track the
housing market movements and housing affordability. There are two major difficulties
in measuring average house prices (see, e.g., Rappaport, 2007). One difficulty is the
heterogeneity among houses. Every house is a unique asset, in terms of its location,
characteristics, maintenance status, etc., which will be reflected in its price. Average
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house prices are to measure the price movements of house that has the average
quality, with the assumption that average quality remains the same across time,
although in practice, average quality has been increasing over time, because the newly
built houses tend to have better quality or are more in line with current household’s
requirements than existing ones. However, the detailed house qualities are not always
available or not directly observable, so when measuring average house prices, it is
difficult to take the changing average qualities of houses into consideration. The
other difficulty is sale infrequency. House is obviously not as a liquid asset class
as stocks or bonds. For instance, the average sale interval is about 6 years in Los
Angeles metropolitan area from our housing transaction database. The price of a
house is not observed until actual transaction occurs and the houses sold at each
point in time might not be a good representative sample of the overall housing stock.
Three main methodologies have been used in constructing house price index (Rap-
paport, 2007). The first one simply takes the median value of all transaction prices
in the calculation period. The National Association of Realtors employ this method-
ology and publish median price of existing home sales monthly for both the national
and four Census regions. The median price index has the advantages of calculation
simplicity, but the median measure is highly sensitive to distributional changes and
it does not control the changing quality of houses. The second methodology uses
the hedonic technique, which prices the average quality house by explicitly pricing
its mixed attributes. This method solves the changing quality problem, but requires
much richer housing attributes data than typically available. The U.S. Census Bu-
reau constructs its Constant Quality (Laspeyres) Price Index of New One-Family
Houses Sold using the hedonic method and publishes quarterly. The third method-
ology is based on repeat sales model, which are used by Standard & Poor’s and
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) to publish their S&P/Case-Shiller index
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and FHFA House Price Index (HPI)1. S&P/Case-Shiller index and FHFA HPI are
the most commonly used indexes by researchers, investors and media.
2.2.1 Hedonic pricing methods
The empirical hedonic pricing methods are derived from the early theoretical work by
Rosen (1974) and Lancaster (1966). The hedonic models are based on the assumption
that the individual perceives a house as a bundle of attributes, so the housing trans-
actions prices reveal the marginal values of these attributes. The housing attributes
include number of rooms, garage availability, housing location, neighborhood char-
acteristics, etc. The hedonic models enable the empirically examination of values
of each attribute through a straightforward regression approach, but they are also
subject to some difficulties or limitations. One difficulty, for instance, would always
be the concern of model misspecification, such as missing attribute variables or mis-
specification of the functional forms of the attributes. In addition, the overall quality
of micro level housing data is not very high, which poses challenge for the empirically
implementation of hedonic property value model. The Constant Quality (Laspeyres)
Price Index of New One-Family Houses Sold provided by the U.S. Census Bureau is
one of the well-known hedonic housing price indexes.
2.2.2 Repeat sales models
Repeat sales methodology is used to estimate house price changes by looking at
repeat transactions of the same house, assuming that the quality of the same house
remains the same over time unless there are records of significant renovations and
reconstructions. The repeat sales model is first introduced by Bailey et al. (1963)
and modified by Case and Shiller (1989). Shiller (1991) proposes arithmetic repeat
sales model, which is currently used to construct S&P/Case-Shiller index.
1 The FHFA House Price Index is earlier named as the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise
Oversight (OFHEO) HPI.
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The repeat sales models have two main advantages: it controls the heterogene-
ity in characteristics of houses and the estimation only requires data on transaction
prices and sale dates for properties. The repeat sales models are also subject to sev-
eral problems and limitations (see, e.g., Cho, 1996 for a detailed discussion). The first
problem is the assumption that quality of identical property is unchanged over time.
In practice, quality of most houses changes through aging, maintenance or recon-
struction. Therefore, possible structural changes between two sales cause renovation
bias. The second problems is that the repeat sales sample only consider the houses
that have been sold at least twice during the sampling period. This small subset of
houses might not be representative of all the houses sold or the entire housing stock
at that point of time, which is referred as sample-selection bias. The third prob-
lem is that the time interval of estimation varies across different published indices.
For instance, the FHFA HPI and S&P/Case-Shiller index are published monthly or
quarterly. Calhoun et al. (1995) compare repeat sales index over various intervals,
including annually, semiannually, quarterly as well as monthly and concludes that
aggregation bias arises for all intervals greater than one month. One of the technical
limitation is that the repeat sales index is a measure of relative price level rather
than price level itself. The index captures the average price appreciation over time
for a specific geographic area, but provides no direct guides of price levels across geo-
graphic areas. The other technical problem is that the repeat sale index is subject to
continual revision. Index for each point of time are estimated simultaneously using
all repeated transactions observed within the sample period. When new transactions
arrive, new sale pairs will be formed, so all previous indices technically need to be
re-estimated.
In order to solve the problems in repeat sales model, new generations of repeat
sales models have been proposed in the literature. Cho (1996) provides a good survey
for various new generations of the repeat sales models. The four main models are the
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intercept repeat sales model, the hybrid model, the distance-weighted repeat sales
model and the autoregressive model. Shiller (1993) include the intercept to capture
a temporal change in prices. The hybrid model (Case and Quigley, 1991; Quigley,
1995) combines hedonic model with repeat sales model and reduces the asymptotic
forecasting standard errors. Goetzmann and Spiegel (1997) uses a distance weight-
ing function defined in characteristic and geographical space to exploit the factor
structure of error-covariance matrix of repeat sales model. Nagaraja et al. (2011)
propose a autoregressive model using single and repeat sales. Their model decom-
poses transaction price into a fix time effect and a random ZIP code effect combined
with an autoregressive component, then they construct house price index using the
time effects. They demonstrate that their autoregressive model exhibits better pre-
diction power than the standard repeat sales models. Although the new generation
of repeat sales models have advantage over the conventional repeat sales model, the
two most popular housing price indexes, S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index and
Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) HPI, both adopt the standard repeat sales
model, since it is more computational efficient and less data quality demanding.
2.2.3 S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index
S&P/Case-Shiller index measures the price changes of single-family residential homes
in 20 defined Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and nationally. It is released
monthly by Standard and Poor’s. The index is a interval and value-weighted arith-
metic repeat sales estimator proposed by Shiller (1991). The indexes that are con-
structed by modeling the price difference are called arithmetic indices, while those
use log price differences are called geometric indexes2. The index by design is a
value-weighted estimator. As Shiller (1991) argues, arithmetic rather than geomet-
ric average of prices and the value-weighted index provide a measure of the total
2 The FHFA HPI is one of the most popular geometric house price indexes.
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value of real estates in a portfolio. The construction of S&P/Case-Shiller index also
includes a interval weighting procedure. As argued by Standard and Poor’s, over
longer sale intervals, there is increased variation in price changes for properties that
are more likely to be caused by non-market factors, such as physical changes and
idiosyncratic neighborhood effects, so sale pairs with longer transaction intervals are
less likely to accurately represent the aggregate price movements of the housing mar-
ket in a particular geographic area and should be assigned less weights in the index
calculation.
Let there be T   1 time periods where sale can occur from 0,1,...,T and t be the
subscript for time. A sale pair is formed for a given house if it has been sold twice
within the sample period. Sale pairs are formed to avoid overlapping in time periods.
That is, for example, if a house has been sold three times, then there are two sale
pairs for that house. One pair is based on the first and second transactions and the
other pair is formed by the second and third transactions. For sale pair i, the model
can be written as:




hσηηit, T ¥ t ¡ s ¥ 0 (2.1)
where Pit is the sale price of house i at time t, βt is the inverse of the index at time t
and h  t s is the interval length between the two sales. The last two terms on the
right-hand side together account for the heteroskedasticity of the errors in the sale
pairs, where
?
2σεεit represents the mispricing error and
?
hσηηit captures the interval
error. The mispricing error exists because of imperfect information between buyers
and seller or random arrival of interested buyers. The interval error represents, as
outlined previously, the drift over time of the price of an individual property away
from the market trend. σε and σh are standard deviations associated with those two
types of errors. εit and ηit are independent and identically standard bivariate normal
distributed.
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S&P/Case-Shiller index is calculated using county record data. The sales pairing
procedure collects repeat sales, arms-length transactions of single-family residential
properties. Non-arms-length transactions and transactions where the property type
designation is changed are excluded. Transactions with suspected data errors are also
removed. Finally, repeat sales that occur within 6 months are excluded, since, as
stated by Standard and Poor’s, repeat sales within a short interval often indicate that
transaction is non-arms-length, precedes or follows a substantial physical changes or
is a fraudulent transaction.
The errors of the S&P/Case-Shiller model have heteroskedastic variance struc-
ture, so the indexes are estimated using a three-stage generalized least square type
procedure (see Case and Shiller, 1987). The base period of S&P/Case-Shiller Index
is January 2000, where the index value is set to equal to 100. All index points prior
to the base period are estimated simultaneously. After the base period, the index
points are estimated using a chain-weighting procedure, in which an index point
is estimated conditional on all previously calculated indexes. The chain-weighting
procedure is used to reduce continual revisions of published index points. Finally,
the indices are computed in a rolling three-month window and it is implemented by
including the transaction three times in three successive months. For instance, the
December index is based on repeat sales data for October, November and December.
The metropolitan level S&P/Case-Shiller indexes can be used to construct the
S&P/Case-Shiller Composite Indexes. Take the Composite 10 Index as an example.
The Composite 10 Index is calculated by summing the products of metropolitan index
levels and normalized weights, which are each area’s share of the total aggregate value










where Vi,2000  Si,2000Pi,2000 and it is the product of the U.S. Census counts of units
in area i (Si,2000) and estimated average price of single-family residential properties
in area i of year 2000 (Pi,2000). The S&P/Case-Shiller U.S. National Home Price
Index, which tracks the value of single-family housing within the United States, is
computed in a similar way, using the indexes for the nine U.S. Census divisions.
2.2.4 Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) HPI
The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) House Price Indexes (HPI) are con-
structed using data provided by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. The indexes only
use mortgage transactions on single-family properties. They are first published in
1995 by the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO), one of FHFA’s
predecessor agencies. This index is based on transactions involving conforming, con-
ventional mortgages purchased or securitized by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. They
are initially published quarterly, and beginning in March 2008, OFHEO started to
publish monthly indexes for census divisions and the United States.
S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index and FHFA HPI are both based on repeat
sales model, but there are three major differences in their data and construction
methodologies. First, the data used in the two sets of indexes are different. The
S&P/Case-Shiller indexes and FHFA’s purchase-only series only use purchase prices
in the index construction, while the all-transactions HPI also includes refinance ap-
praisals. FHFA’s data are from mortgages information provided by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, while the S&P/Case-Shiller indexes obtain information from county as-
sessor and recorder offices. Second, the S&P/Case-Shiller indexes are value-weighted,
arithmetic repeat sales estimator, while FHFA’s indexes are equal-weighted geomet-
ric repeat sales estimator, so more expensive houses have larger impact on estimated
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index than cheaper houses in the S&P/Case-Shiller indexes. Finally, FHFA provides
national, region, state and city level house price indexes, while Standard & Poor’s
does not have state level indexes.
2.3 Housing transaction data
The housing transaction data used in this dissertation is from DataQuick, a property
information services. The DataQuick data contains a universe of detailed housing
transactions, including new purchases and refinances, in the United States, involving
more than a hundred million properties. I extract the housing transaction data from
the largest ten U.S. metropolitan statistical areas, including Los Angeles, Boston,
Chicago, Denver, Miami, Las Vegas, San Diego, San Francisco, New York and Wash-
ington, D.C. areas. Table A.1 shows the represented counties for each of the ten
areas. For most of areas, the historical transaction records are from late 1990s to
2012, except for some large metropolitan areas, such as Los Angeles and Boston,
where transactions are recorded from 1988. Properties are uniquely identified by
property IDs in the DataQuick data. The property ID is crucial for our later daily
index construction, since it enables us to identify sale pairs, which is the two succes-
sive transactions on the same house. The U.S. standard use codes contained in the
DataQuick data are used to distinguish transactions of different types of properties,
such as residential real estate and commercial real estate. Within the residential real
estate class, properties can be further categorized into single-family houses, multi-
family houses, apartments, and etc. Information about each transaction includes the
transaction price and date, the names of the buyers and sellers, information about
buyer’s loan, as well as an indication whether transaction is arms-length. The loan
information contains the amount of up to three loans that are associated with the
property transaction. The arms-length transaction are those occur between two par-
ties that each act on behalf of its own interest, while non arms-length transaction
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happens often among family members. Housing attributes, such as square footage,
year of built, and number of bedrooms and bathrooms are recorded from the most re-
cent tax assessment. Although there is limited information about all physical changes
in houses between transactions, there are records of the year in which latest major
house improvements are made.
Take Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana area (Los Angeles area3) as an exam-
ple. This metropolitan area contains two counties, Los Angeles county and Orange
county. The DataQuick data contains a total of 10,285,770 property transactions
from January 1988 to October 2012 for this metropolitan area. 58% of them are
single-family home transactions, among which about 43% are categorized as arm-
length. Repeat sales models only use information of houses that have been sold at
least twice in the sample period. In the data, about 35% of houses are sold only
once, 33% are sold twice, 19% are sold three times and rest of them are sold more
than three times. Following S&P/Case-Shiller’s, sale pairs that have transaction
time interval less or equal to six months are considered as high turnover frequency,
and thus are excluded. Sale pairs are also removed if there are indications that
major improvements have been made between the two transactions. As argued by
S&P/Case-Shiller Methodology, the transaction prices from the house flippers might
not be a good reflection of the prevailing market prices, and renovation changes the
quality of houses, which violates the constant quality assumption that underlies the
repeat sales model.
S&P/Case-Shiller’s excludes transactions that contain suspect data errors where
the values appear to be unrealistic and price anomalies relative to the statistical
distribution of all price changes in the area. However, Standard and Poor’s does not
make public the detailed criterions used in detecting data errors and price anoma-
lies. Following Caplin et al. (2008), we remove the transactions with sale price less
3 For simplicity, the name of each area is abbreviated by the name of its largest county or city.
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than $5000 or greater than $100,000,000 and sale pairs with annualized returns less
than -50% to greater than 100%. Furthermore, we experimented with different def-
initions of price anormalies and then remove transactions with sale prices that are
two standard deviations away from the mean of all sale prices within each month
or are greater than 6 times the median of all prices within each month. The local
deed offices are usually closed on weekends or federal holidays, so sale pairs with
second transaction recorded at these dates are considered not accurate and are also
removed. After all data cleaning procedure, for instance, there are a total of 877,885
qualified sale pairs for Los Angeles metro area from January 1988 to October 2012.
The average turnover time is about 6 years and the average number of daily sale
pairs is about 180.
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3Daily House Price Indexes: Construction, Modeling
and Longer-Run Predictions
3.1 Introduction
For many U.S. households their primary residence represents their single largest
financial asset holding: the Federal Reserve estimated the total value of the U.S.
residential real estate market at $16 trillion at the end of 2011, compared with $18
trillion for the U.S. stock market (as estimated by the Center for Research in Security
Prices). Consequently, changes in housing valuations importantly affect households’
saving and spending decisions, and in turn the overall growth of the economy. A
number of studies (e.g., Case et al., 2011) have also argued that the wealth effect
of the housing market for aggregate consumption is significantly larger than that of
the stock market. The recent economic crisis, which arguably originated with the
precipitous drop in housing prices beginning in 2006, directly underscores this point.
Despite all of of this, and in sharp contrast to most other financial asset classes,
aggregate price indexes for residential real estate valuations are only available at
relatively low monthly or quarterly frequencies.
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Set against this background, we provide a new set of daily house price indexes
for ten major U.S. metropolitan areas. To the best of our knowledge, this represents
the first set of house price indexes at the daily frequency. Our construction is based
on a comprehensive database of publicly recorded residential property transactions.
We show that the dynamic dependencies in the new daily housing price series closely
mimic those of other asset prices (see, e.g., Tsay, 2005, for a discussion of financial
time series), and that these dynamic dependencies along with the cross-city corre-
lations are well described by a standard multivariate GARCH type model. This
relatively simple daily model in turn allows for the construction of improved longer-
run monthly and quarterly housing price forecasts compared with forecasts based on
existing monthly and/or quarterly indexes.
Our new daily house price indexes are based on the same “repeat-sales” method-
ology as the popular S&P/Case-Shiller monthly indexes (see Shiller, 1991), and the
Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight’s quarterly indexes. However, the
coarser monthly and quarterly frequency of reporting employed in the existing in-
dexes ignores potentially important information in the daily records of housing trans-
actions, and is likely to result in “aggregation biases” if the true index changes at
a higher frequency than the measurement period. Aggregating the indexes to lower
frequencies also reduces their volatility, thereby underestimating the true risk of the
housing market.
More timely house prices are of direct interest to policy makers, central banks,
developers and lenders alike. Also, even though actual housing decisions are made rel-
atively infrequently, potential buyers and sellers could still benefit from more timely
price indicators. The need for higher frequency daily indexing is perhaps most acute
in periods when prices change rapidly, with high volatility, as observed during the
recent financial crisis and its aftermath. To illustrate, Figure 3.1 shows our new daily
house price index along with the oft-cited monthly S&P/Case-Shiller index for Los
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Angeles from September 2008 through September 2010. The precipitous drop in the
daily index over the first six months clearly leads the monthly index. Importantly,
the daily index also shows the uptick in housing valuations that occurred around
April 2009 some time in advance of the monthly index. Similarly, the more modest
rebound that occurred in early 2010 is also first clearly manifest in the daily index.
Systematically analyzing the features of the dynamics of the new daily house price
indexes for all of the ten metropolitan areas in our sample, we find that, in parallel to
the daily returns on most other broadly defined asset classes, they exhibit only mild
predictability in the mean, but strong evidence of volatility clustering. We show that
the volatility clustering within and across the different house price indexes can be
satisfactorily described by a multivariate GARCH model. The correlation between
the daily returns on the city indexes is much lower than the correlation observed
for the existing monthly return indexes. However, as we temporally aggregate the
daily returns to monthly and quarterly frequencies, we find that the correlations in-
crease to levels consistent with the ones observed for existing lower frequency indexes.
Furthermore, we document that the new daily indexes do indeed result in improved
forecasts, not solely in that they more quickly identifying turning points as suggested
by Figure 3.1 for Los Angeles, but also more generally for longer forecast horizons
and other sample periods. This holds true for the city-specific housing returns and a
composite index, thus directly underscoring the informational advantages of the new
daily index developed here vis-a-vis the existing monthly published indexes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a re-
view of house price index construction and formally describes the S&P/Case-Shiller
methodology. Section 3.3 describes the data and the construction of our new daily
prices series. Section 3.4 briefly summarizes the dynamic and cross-sectional de-
pendencies in the daily series, and presents our simple multivariate GARCH model
designed to account for these dependencies. Section 3.5 demonstrates how the new
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daily series and our modeling thereof may be used in more accurately forecasting the
corresponding longer-run returns. Section 3.6 concludes. A Supplemental Appendix
contains additional details and empirical results.
3.2 House price index methodologies
The construction of house price indexes is plagued by two major difficulties. Firstly,
houses are heterogeneous assets; each house is a unique asset, in terms of its location,
characteristics, maintenance status, etc., all of which affect its price. House price
indexes aim to measure the price movements of a hypothetical house of average
quality, with the assumption that average quality remains the same across time. In
reality, average quality has been increasing over time, because newly-built houses
tend to be of higher quality and more in line with current households’ requirements
than older houses. Detailed house qualities are not always available or not directly
observable, so when measuring house prices at an aggregate level, it is difficult to
take the changing average qualities of houses into consideration. The second major
difficulty is sale infrequency. For example, the average time interval between two
successive transactions of the same property is about six years in Los Angeles, based
on our data set described in Section 3.3 below. Related to that, the houses sold at
each point in time may not be a representative sample of the overall housing stock.
Three main methodologies have been used to overcome the above-mentioned dif-
ficulties in the construction of reliable house price indexes (see, e.g., the surveys by
Cho, 1996; Rappaport, 2007; Ghysels et al., 2013). The simplest approach relies on
the median value of all transaction prices in a given period. The National Associ-
ation of Realtors employ this methodology and publishes median prices of existing
home sales monthly for both the national and four Census regions. The median price
index has the obvious advantage of calculation simplicity, but it does not control for
heterogeneity of the houses actually sold.
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A second, more complicated, approach uses a hedonic technique, to price the
“average quality” house by explicitly pricing its specific attributes. The U.S. Census
Bureau constructs its Constant Quality (Laspeyres) Price Index of New One-Family
Houses Sold using a hedonic method. Although this method does control for the
heterogeneity of houses sold, it also requires much richer data than are typically
available.
A third approach relies on repeat sales. This is the method used by both Standard
& Poor’s and the Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEC). The
repeat sales model was originally introduced by Bailey, Muth, and Nourse (1963),
and subsequently modified by Case and Shiller (1989). The specific model currently
used to construct the S&P/Case-Shiller indexes was proposed by Shiller (1991) (see
Clapp and Giaccotto, 1992; Meese and Wallace, 1997, for a comparison of the repeat-
sales method with other approaches).
As the name suggests, the repeat sales method estimates price changes by looking
at repeated transactions of the same house. This provides some control for the het-
erogeneity in the characteristics of houses, while only requiring data on transaction
prices and dates. The basic models, however, are subject to some strong assumptions
(see, e.g., the discussion in Cho, 1996; Rappaport, 2007). Firstly, it is assumed that
the quality of a given house remains unchanged over time. In practice, of course, the
quality of most houses changes through aging, maintenance or reconstruction. This
in turn causes a so-called “renovation bias.” Secondly, repeat sales indexes exploit
information only from houses that have been sold at least twice during the sampling
period. This subset of all houses may not be representative of the entire housing
stock, possibly resulting in a “sample-selection bias.” Finally, as noted above, all
of the index construction methods are susceptible to “aggregation bias” if the true
average house price fluctuates within the estimation window.
Our new daily home price indexes are designed to mimic the popular S&P/Case-
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Shiller house price indexes for the “typical” prices of single-family residential real
estate. They are based on a repeat sales method and the transaction dates and
prices for all houses that sold at least twice during the sample period. If a given
house sold more than twice, then only the non-overlapping sale pairs are used. For
example, a house that sold three times generates included sale pairs from the first
and second transaction, and the second and third transaction; the pair formed by
the first and third transaction is not included.
Specifically, for a house j that sold at times s and t at prices Hj,s and Hj,t, the
repeat sales model postulates that,




pt sqσvvj,t, 0 ¤ s   t ¤ T, (3.1)
with the value of the house price index at time τ is defined by the inverse of βτ .
The last two terms on the right-hand side account for “errors” in the sale pairs,
with
?
2σwwj,t representing the “mispricing error,” and
apt sqσvvj,t representing
the “interval error.” Mispricing errors are included to allow for imperfect informa-
tion between buyers and sellers, potentially causing the actual sale price of a house
to differ from its “true” value. The interval error represents a possible drift over
time in the value of a given house away from the overall market trend, and is there-
fore scaled by the (square root of the) length of the time interval between the two
transactions. The error terms wj,t and vj,t are assumed independent and identically
standard normal distributed.
The model in (3.1) and the corresponding error structure naturally lend itself
to estimation by a multi-stage generalized least square type procedure (for addi-
tional details, see Case and Shiller, 1987). The base period of the S&P/ Case-Shiller
indexes is January 2000. All index values prior to the base period are estimated
simultaneously. After the base period, the index values are estimated using a chain-
weighting procedure that conditions on all previous values. This chain-weighting
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procedure is used to prevent revisions of previously published index values. Fi-
nally, the S&P/Case-Shiller indexes are smoothed by repeating a given transaction
in three successive months, so that the index for a given month is based on sale pairs
for that month and the preceding two months (see the Index Construction Section
of S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index Methodology).
3.3 Daily house price indexes
We focus our analysis on the ten largest Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), as
measured in the year 2000 (further details pertaining to the counties included in each
of the ten MSAs are provided in Table A.1 of the Supplementary Appendix).
3.3.1 Data and data cleaning
The transaction data used in our daily index estimation is obtained from DataQuick,
a property information company. This database contains detailed transactions of
more than one hundred million properties in the United States. For most of the
areas, the historical transaction records extends from the late 1990s to 2012, with
some large metropolitan areas, such as Boston and New York, having transactions
recorded as far back as 1987. Properties are uniquely identified by property IDs,
which enable us to identify sale pairs. We rely U.S. Standard Use Codes contained
in the DataQuick database to identify transactions of single-family residential homes.
Our data cleaning rules are based on the same filters used by S&P/Case-Shiller in
the construction of their monthly indexes. In brief, we remove any transaction that
are not “arms length,” using a flag for such transactions available in the database. We
also remove transactions with “unreasonably” low or high sale prices (below $5000
or above $100 million, and those generating an average annual return of below -50%
or above 100%), as well as any sales pair with an interval of less than six months.
Sale pairs are also excluded if there are indications that major improvements have
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been made between the two transactions, although such indications are not always
present in the database. For the Los Angeles MSA, for example, this yields a total
of 877,885 “clean” sale pairs, representing an average of 180 daily sale pairs over the
estimation period. Additional details for all ten MSAs are provided in Table A.2 of
the Supplementary Appendix.
3.3.2 Estimation of the daily index
The repeat-sales index estimation based on equation (3.1) is not computationally
feasible at the daily frequency, as it involves the simultaneous estimation of several
thousand parameters: the daily time spans for the ten MSAs range from 2837 for
Washington D.C. to 4470 days for New York. To overcome this difficulty, we use
an expanding-window estimation procedure: we begin by estimating daily index
values for the final month in an initial start-up period, imposing the constraint
that all of the earlier months in the period have only a single monthly index value.
Restricting the daily values to be the same within each month for all but the last
month drastically reduces the dimensionality of the estimation problem. We then
expand the estimation period by one month, and obtain daily index values for the new
“last” month. We continue this expanding estimation procedure through to the end
of our sample period. (This estimation method results in an index that is “revision
proof,” in that earlier values of the index do not change when later data becomes
available.) Finally, similar to the S&P/Case-Shiller methodology, we normalize all
of the individual indexes to 100 based on their average values in the year 2000.
One benefit of the estimation procedure we adopt is that it is possible to formally
test whether the “raw” daily price series actually exhibit significant intra-monthly
variation. In particular, following the approach used by Calhoun et al. (1995) to test
for “aggregation biases,” we test the null hypothesis that the estimates of βi,τ for MSA
i are the same for all days τ within a given calendar month against the alternative
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that these estimates differ within the month. These tests strongly reject the null
for all months and all ten metropolitan areas; further details concerning the actual
F-tests are available upon request. We show below that this statistically significant
intra-monthly variation also translates into economically meaningful variation and
corresponding gains in forecast accuracy compared to the forecasts based on coarser
monthly index values only.
3.3.3 Noise filtering
The raw daily house price indexes are subject to measurement errors, due to the
relatively few transactions that are available on a given day. (The average number
ranges from 49 for Las Vegas to 180 for Los Angeles.) To help alleviate this problem,
it is useful to further clean the data in an effort to extract more accurate estimates
of the the true latent daily price series. We rely on a standard Kalman filter-based
approach to do so. Specifically, let Pi,t denote the true latent index for MSA i at
time t. We assume that the “raw” price indexes constructed in the previous section,
P i,t  1{βi,t, are related to the true latent price indexes by,
logP i,t  logPi,t   ηi,t, (3.2)
where the ηi,t measurement errors are assumed to be serially uncorrelated. For
simplicity of the filter, we further assume that the true index follows a random
walk with drift,
ri,t  ∆ logPi,t  µi   ui,t, (3.3)
where ηi,t and ui,t are mutually uncorrelated. It follows readily by substitution that,
ri,t  ∆ logP i,t  ri,t   ηi,t  ηi,t1. (3.4)
Combining (3.3) and (3.4), this in turn implies an MA(1) error structure for the
“raw” returns, with the value of the MA coefficient determined by the variances of
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u. This simple MA(1) structure is consistent with the sample
autocorrelations for the raw return series reported in Figure A.1 in the Supplementary
Appendix.
Interpreting equations (3.3) and (3.4) as a simple state-space system, µ, σ2η and
σ2u may easily be estimated by standard (quasi-)maximum likelihood methods. This
also allows for the easy filtration of of the “true” daily returns, ri,t, by a standard
Kalman filter; see, e.g., Hamilton (1994). The Kalman filter implicitly assumes
that ηi,t and ui,t are iid normal. If the assumption of normality is violated, the
filtered estimates are interpretable as best linear approximations. The Kalman filter
parameter estimates reported in the Supplementary Appendix imply that the noise-
to-signal (ση{σu) ratios for the daily index returns range from a low of 6.48 (Los
Angeles) to a high of 15.18 (Boston), underscoring the importance of filtering out
the noise.
The filtered estimates of the latent “true” daily price series for Los Angeles are
depicted in Figure 3.2 (similar plots for all ten cities are available in Figure A.2
in the Supplementary Appendix). For comparison, we also include the raw daily
prices and the monthly S&P/Case-Shiller index. Looking first at the top panel for
the year 2000, the figure clearly illustrates how the filtered daily index mitigates
the noise in the raw price series. At the same time, the filtered prices also point
to discernable within month variation compared to the step-wise constant monthly
S&P/Case-Shiller index.
The bottom panel of Figure 3.2 reveals a similar story for the full 1995-2012
sample period. The visual differences between the daily series and the monthly
S&P/Case-Shiller index are obviously less glaring on this scale. Nonetheless, the
considerable (excessive) variation in the raw daily prices coming from the noise is
still evident. We will consequently refer to and treat the filtered series as the daily
house price indexes in the sequel.
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Before turning to our empirical analysis and modeling of the dynamic dependen-
cies in the daily series, it is instructive to more formally contrast the information
inherent in the daily indexes with the traditional monthly S&P/Case-Shiller index.
3.3.4 Comparisons with the monthly S&P/Case-Shiller index
Like the monthly S&P/Case-Shiller indexes, our daily house price indexes are based
on all publicly available property transactions. However, the complicated non-linear
transformations of the data used in the construction of the indexes prevent us from
expressing the monthly indexes as explicit functions of the corresponding daily in-
dexes. Instead, as a simple way to help gauge the relationship between the indexes,
and the potential loss of information in going from the daily to the monthly frequency,
we consider the linear projection of the monthly S&P/Case-Shiller returns for MSA
i, denoted rS&Pi,t , on 60 lagged values of the corresponding daily index returns,




jri,t   εi,t, (3.5)
where Ljri,t refers to the daily return on the j
th day before the last day of month
t. (As discussed further below, all of the price series appear to be non-stationary.
We consequently formulate the projection in terms of returns as opposed to the price
levels.) The inclusion of 60 daily lags match the three-month smoothing window used
in the construction of the monthly S&P/Case-Shiller indexes, discussed in Section
3.2. The true population coefficients in the linear δpLq filter are, of course, unknown,
however they are readily estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS).
The OLS estimates for δj0,...,59 obtained from the single regression that pools
the returns for all ten MSAs are reported in the top panel of Figure 3.3. Each
of the individual coefficients are obviously subject to a fair amount of estimation
error. At the same time, there is a clear pattern in the estimates for δj across lags,
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naturally suggesting the use of a polynomial approximation in j to help smooth
out the estimation error. The solid line in the figure shows the resulting nonlinear
least squares (NLS) estimates obtained from a simple quadratic approximation. The
corresponding R2s for the unrestricted OLS and the NLS fit (δˆj  0.1807 0.0101j
0.0002j2) are 0.860 and 0.851, indicating only a slight deterioration in the accuracy of
the fit by imposing a quadratic approximation to the lag coefficients. Moreover, even
though the monthly S&P/Case-Shiller returns are not an exact linear function of the
daily returns, the simple relationship dictated by δpLq accounts for the majority of
the monthly variation.
To further illuminate the features of the approximate linear filter linking the















, ω P p0, piq. (3.6b)
Looking first at the gains in Figures 3.3b and 3.3c, the unrestricted OLS estimates
and the polynomial NLS estimates give rise to similar conclusions. The filter ef-
fectively down-weights all of the high-frequency variation (corresponding to periods
less than around 70 days), while keeping all of the low-frequency information (corre-
sponding to periods in excess of 100 days). As such, potentially valuable information
for forecasting changes in house prices is obviously lost in the monthly aggregate.
Further along these lines, Figures 3.3d and 3.3e show the estimates of θpωq
ω
, or the
number of days that the filter shifts the daily returns back in time across frequencies.
Although the OLS and NLS estimates differ somewhat for the very highest frequen-
cies, for the lower frequencies (periods in excess of 60 days) the filter systematically
shifts the daily returns back in time by about 30 days. This corresponds roughly
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to one-half of the three month (60 business days) smoothing window used in the
construction of the monthly S&P/Case-Shiller index.
In sum, the monthly S&P/Case-Shiller indexes essentially “kill” all of the within
quarter variation inherent in the new daily indexes, while delaying all of the longer-
run information by more than a month. We turn next to a more detailed analysis of
the time series properties of the new daily indexes.
3.4 Time series modeling of daily housing returns
To facilitate the formulation of a multivariate model for all of the ten city indexes,
we restrict our attention to the common sample period from June 2001 to September
2012. Excluding weekends and federal holidays, this yields 2,843 daily observations.
3.4.1 Summary statistics
Summary statistics for each of the ten daily series are reported in Table 3.1. Panel A
gives the sample means and standard deviations for each of the index levels. Standard
unit root tests clearly suggest that the price series are non-stationary, and as such
the sample moments in Panel A need to be interpreted with care; further details
concerning the unit root tests are available upon request. In the sequel, we therefore
focus on the easier-to-interpret daily return series.
The daily sample mean returns reported in Panel B are generally positive, ranging
a low of -0.006 (Las Vegas) to a high of 0.015 (Los Angeles and Washington D.C.).
The standard deviation of the most volatile daily returns 0.599 (Chicago) is double
that of the least volatile returns 0.291 (New York). The first-order autocorrelations
are fairly close to zero for all of the cities, but the Ljung-Box χ210 tests for up to
tenth order serial correlation indicate significant longer-run dynamic dependencies
in many of the series.
The corresponding results for the squared daily returns reported in Panel C in-
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dicate very strong dynamic dependencies. This is also immediately evident from
the plot of the ten daily return series in Figure 3.4, which show a clear tendency
for large returns in an absolute sense to be follow by other large absolute returns.
This directly mirrors the ubiquitous volatility clustering widely documented in the
literature for other daily speculative returns (e.g., Tsay, 2005). Further, consistent
with the evidence for other financial asset classes, there is also a clear commonality
in the volatility patterns across the ten series.
3.4.2 Modeling conditional mean dependencies
The summary statistics discussed above point to existence of some, albeit relatively
mild, dynamic dependencies in the daily conditional means for most of the cities.
Some of these dependencies may naturally arise from a common underlying dynamic
factor that influences housing valuations nationally. In order to accommodate both
city specific and national effects within a relatively simple linear structure, we pos-
tulate the following model for the conditional means of the daily returns,
Et1pri,tq  ci   ρi1ri,t1   ρi5ri,t5   ρimrmi,t1   bicrmc,t1, (3.7)
where rmi,t refers to the (overlapping) “monthly” returns defined by the summation











with the weights identical to the ones used in the construction of the composite ten
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city monthly S&P/Case Shiller index, which are 0.212, 0.074, 0.089, 0.037, 0.050,
0.015, 0.055, 0.118, 0.272, and 0.078. The own fifth lag of the returns is included to
account for any weekly calendar effects. The inclusion of the own monthly returns
and the composite monthly returns provides a parsimonious way of accounting for
longer-run city-specific and common national dynamic dependencies. This particular
formulation is partly motivated by the Heterogeneous Autoregressive (HAR) model
proposed by Corsi (2009) for modeling so-called realized volatilities, and we will refer
to it as an HAR-X model for short. We estimate this model for the conditional mean
simultaneously with the model for the conditional variance described in the next
section via quasi-maximum likelihood.
The estimation results in Table 3.2 reveal that the ρ1 and ρ5 coefficients associated
with the own lagged returns are mostly, though not uniformly, insignificant when
judged by the robust standard errors reported in parentheses. Meanwhile, the bc
coefficients associated with the composite monthly return are significant for nine out
of the ten cities. Still, the one-day return predictability implied by the model is fairly
modest, with the average daily R2 across the ten cities equal to 0.024, ranging from
a low of 0.007 (Denver) to a high of 0.049 (San Francisco). This mirrors the low R2s
generally obtained from time series modeling of other daily financial returns.
The adequacy of the common specification for the conditional mean in equation
(3.7) is broadly supported by the tests for up to tenth-order serial correlation in the
residuals εi,t  ri,t  Et1pri,tq from the model reported in Panel C of Table 3.2.
Only two of the tests are significant at the 5% level (San Francisco and Washington,
D.C.) when judged by the standard χ210 distribution. At the same time, the tests for
serial correlation in the squared residuals ε2i,t from the model, given in the bottom
two rows of Panel C, clearly indicate strong non-linear dependencies in the form of
volatility clustering.
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3.4.3 Modeling conditional variance and covariance dependencies
Numerous parametric specifications have been proposed in the literature to describe
volatility clustering in asset returns. Again, in an effort to keep our modeling pro-
cedures simple and easy to implement, we rely on the popular GARCH(1,1) model
(Bollerslev, 1986) for describing the dynamic dependencies in the conditional vari-
ances for all of the ten cities,
V art1pri,tq  hi,t  ωi   κiε2i,t1   λihi,t1. (3.10)
The results from estimating this model jointly with the the conditional mean model
described in the previous section are reported in Panel B of Table 3.2 together with
robust standard errors following Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992) in parentheses.
The estimated GARCH parameters are all highly statistically significant and
fairly similar across cities. Consistent with the results obtained for other daily fi-
nancial return series, the estimates for the sum κ λ are all very close to unity (and
just above for Chicago, at 1.002) indicative of a highly persistent, but eventually
mean-reverting, time-varying volatility process.
Wald tests for up to tenth-order serial correlation in the resulting standardized
residuals, εi,t{h1{2i,t , reported in Panel C, suggest that little predictability remains,
with only one city (San Francisco) rejecting the null of no autocorrelation. The
tests for serial correlation in the squared standardized residuals, ε2i,t{hi,t, reject the
null for four cities, perhaps indicative of some remaining predictability in volatility
not captured by this relatively simple model. However for the majority of cities the
specification in equation (3.10) appears to provide a satisfactory fit. The dramatic
reduction in the values of the test statistics for the squared residuals compared to
the values reported in the second row of Panel C is particularly noteworthy.
The univariate HAR-X-GARCH models defined by equations (3.7) and (3.10)
indirectly incorporate commonalities in the cross-city returns through the composite
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monthly returns rc,t included in the conditional means. The univariate models do not,
however, explain the aforementioned commonalities in the volatilities observed across
cities and the corresponding dynamic dependencies in the conditional covariances of
the returns.
The Constant Conditional Correlation (CCC) model proposed by Bollerslev (1990)
provides a particularly convenient framework for jointly modeling the ten daily re-
turn series by postulating that the temporal variation in the conditional covariances
are proportional to the products of the conditional standard deviations. Specifically,








denote the 101 vector of daily
returns and 10  10 diagonal matrix with the GARCH conditional standard devia-
tions along the diagonal, respectively. The GARCH-CCC model for the conditional
covariance matrix of the returns may then be succinctly expressed as,
V art1prtq  DtRDt, (3.11)
where R is a 10  10 matrix with ones along the diagonal and the conditional cor-
relations in the off-diagonal elements. Importantly, the R matrix may be efficiently
estimated by the sample correlations for the 10  1 vector of standardized HAR-X-
GARCH residuals; i.e., the estimates of D1t rrt  Et1prtqs. The resulting estimates
are reported in Table A.5 in the Supplementary Appendix.
We also experimented with the estimation of the Dynamic Conditional Corre-
lation (DCC) model of Engle (2002), resulting in only a very slight increase in the
maximized value of the (quasi-) log-likelihood function. Hence, we conclude that
the relatively simple multivariate HAR-X-GARCH-CCC model defined by equations
(3.7), (3.10), and (3.11) provides a satisfactory fit to the joint dynamic dependencies
in the conditional first and second order moments of the ten daily housing return
series.
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3.4.4 Temporal aggregation and housing return correlations
The estimated conditional correlations from the HAR-X-GARCH-CCC model for
the daily index returns reported in the Supplementary Appendix average only 0.022.
By contrast the unconditional correlations for the monthly S&P/Case Shiller indexes
calculated over the same time period average 0.708, and range from 0.382 (Denver–
Las Vegas) to 0.926 (Los Angeles–San Diego). The discrepancy between the two sets
of numbers may appear to call into question the integrity of our new daily indexes
and/or the time-series models for describing the dynamic dependencies therein, how-
ever conditional daily correlations and the unconditional monthly correlations are not
directly comparable. In an effort to more directly compare the longer-run dependen-
cies inherent in our new daily indexes with the traditional monthly S&P/Case Shiller
indexes, we aggregate our daily return indexes to a monthly level by summing the
daily returns within a month (20 days). The unconditional sample correlations for
these new monthly returns are reported in the lower triangle of Panel B in Table 3.3.
These numbers are obviously much closer, but generally still below the 0.708 average
unconditional correlation for the published monthly S&P/Case Shiller indexes.
However, as previously noted, the monthly S&P/Case Shiller indexes are artifi-
cially “smoothed,” by repeating each sale pair in the two months following the actual
sale. As such, a more meaningful comparison of the longer-run correlations inherent
in our new daily indexes with the correlations in the S&P/Case Shiller indexes is
afforded by the unconditional quarterly (60 days) correlations reported in the upper
triangle of Panel B in Table 3.3. There, we find an average correlation of 0.668,
and a range of 0.317 (Denver–Las Vegas) to 0.906 (Los Angeles–San Diego), which
are quite close to the corresponding numbers for the published S&P/Case Shiller
indexes.
These comparisons, of course, say nothing about the validity of the HAR-X-
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GARCH-CCC model for the daily returns, and the low daily conditional correlations
estimated by that model. As a further model specification check, we therefore also
consider the model-implied longer-run correlations, and study how these compare
with the sample correlations for the actual longer-run aggregate returns.
The top number in each element of Panels A and B of Table 3.3 gives the median
model-implied unconditional correlations for the daily, weekly, monthly, and quar-
terly return horizons, based on 500 simulated sample paths. The bottom number
in each element is the corresponding sample correlations for the actual longer-run
aggregated returns. Although the daily unconditional correlations in Panel A are all
close to zero, the unconditional correlations implied by the model gradually increase
with the return horizon, and almost all of the quarterly correlations are in excess of
one-half. Importantly, the longer-run model-implied correlations are all in line with
their unconditional sample analogues.
To further illuminate this feature, Figure 3.5 presents the median model-implied
and sample correlations for return horizons ranging from one-day to a quarter, along
with the corresponding simulated 95% confidence intervals implied by the model for
the Los Angeles–New York city pair. The model provides a very good fit across
all horizons, with the actual correlations well within the confidence bands. The
corresponding plots for all of the 45 city pairs, presented in Figure A.3 in the Sup-
plementary Appendix, tell a similar story.
Taken as whole these results clearly support the idea that the longer-run cross-city
dependencies inherent in our new finer sample daily house price series are consistent
with those in the published coarser monthly S&P/Case Shiller indexes. The results
also confirm that the joint dynamic dependencies in the daily returns are well de-
scribed by the relatively simple HAR-X-GARCH-CCC model, in turn suggesting
that this model could possibly be used in the construction of improved house price
forecasts over longer horizons.
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3.5 Forecasting housing returns
One of the major potential benefits from higher frequency data is the possibility of
constructing more accurate forecasts by using models that more quickly incorporate
new information. The plot for Los Angeles discussed in the introduction alludes to
this idea. In order to more rigorously ascertain the potential improvements afforded
by the daily house price series and our modeling thereof, we consider a comparison of
the forecasts from the daily HAR-X-GARCH-CCC model with different benchmark
alternatives.
Specifically, consider the problem of forecasting the 20-day (“monthly”) return







for forecast horizons ranging from h  20 days ahead to h  1 day ahead. When
h  20 this corresponds to a simple one-step ahead forecast for one-month returns,
but for h   20 an optimal forecast will contain a mixture of observed data and
a forecast for the return over the remaining part of the month. We will use the
period June 2001 to June 2009 as our in-sample period, and the period July 2009
to September 2012 as our out-of-sample period, with all of the model parameters
estimated once over the fixed in-sample period.
Our simplest benchmark forecast is based purely on end-of-month data, and is




i,t  φ0   φ1rpmqi,t20   ei,t. (3.13)
As the forecast is not updated through the month, the forecast made at time t  h
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is simply the AR(1) forecast made at time t 20,
rˆMthlyi,th  φˆ0   φˆ1rpmqi,t20. (3.14)
Our second benchmark forecast is again purely based on monthly data, but now
we allow the forecaster to update the forecast at time t  h, which may be in the
middle of a month. We model the incorporation of observed data by allowing the
forecaster to take a linear combination of the monthly return observed on day t h
















Our third forecast fully exploits the daily return information, by using the actual
returns from time t  19 to t  h as the first component of the forecast, as these
are part of the information set at time t  h, and then using a “direct projection”
method to obtain a forecast for the remaining h-day return based on the one-month









1 are estimated from the projection:
h1¸
j0
ri,tj  βphq0   βphq1 rpmqi,th   ui,t. (3.17)
Finally, we consider a forecast based on the HAR-X-GARCH-CCC model pre-
sented in the previous section. Like the third forecast, this forecast uses the actual
returns from time t  19 to t  h as the first component, and then iterates the ex-
pression for the conditional daily mean in equation (3.7) forward to get forecasts for
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Eˆth rri,tjs . (3.18)
Given the construction of the target variable, we expect the latter three forecasts
(“Interp”, “Direct”, “HAR”) to all beat the “Mthly” forecast for all horizons less than
20 days. If intra-monthly returns have dynamics that differ from those of monthly
returns, then we expect the latter two forecasts to beat the “Interp” forecast. Finally,
if the HAR-X-GARCH-CCC model presented in the previous section provides a
better description of the true dynamics than a simple direct projection, then we
would expect the fourth forecast to beat the third.
Figure 3.6 shows the resulting Root Mean Squared Errors (RMSEs) for the four
forecasts as a function of the forecast horizon, when evaluated over the July 2009 to
September 2012 out-of-sample period. The first striking, though not surprising, fea-
ture is that exploiting higher frequency (intra-monthly) data leads to smaller forecast
errors than a forecast based purely on monthly data. All three of the forecasts that
use intra-monthly information out-perform the model based solely on end-of-month
data. The only exception to this is for Las Vegas at the h  20 horizon, where the
HAR model slightly under-performs the monthly model.
Another striking feature of Figure 3.6 is that the more accurate modeling of the
daily dynamic dependencies afforded by the HAR-X-GARCH-CCC model results
in lower RMSEs across all forecasts horizons for eight of the ten cities. For San
Francisco and Las Vegas the direct projection forecasts perform essentially as well
as the HAR forecasts, and for Denver and Los Angeles the improvement of the HAR
forecast is small (but positive for all horizons). For some of the cities (Boston, Miami
and Washington D.C., in particular) the improvements are especially dramatic over
longer horizons.
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The visual impression from Figure 3.6 is formally underscored by Diebold-Mariano
tests, reported in Table 3.4. Not surprisingly, the HAR forecasts significantly outper-
form the monthly forecasts for horizons of 1, 5 and 10 days, for all ten cities and the
composite index. At the one-month horizon, a tougher comparison for the model, the
HAR forecasts are significantly better than the monthly model forecasts for four out
of ten cities, as well as the composite index, and are never significantly beaten by the
monthly model forecasts. Almost identical conclusions are drawn when comparing
the HAR forecasts to the “interpolation” forecasts, supporting the conclusion that
the availability of daily data clearly holds the promise of more accurate forecasts,
particularly over shorter horizons, but also even at the monthly level.
The bottom row of each panel in Table 3.4 compares the HAR forecasts with
those from a simple direct projection model. Such forecasts have often been found
to perform well in comparison with “iterated” forecasts from more complicated dy-
namic models. By contrast, the Diebold-Mariano tests reported here suggest that
the more complicated HAR forecasts generally perform better than the direct pro-
jection forecasts. For no city-horizon pair does the direct projection forecast lead to
significantly lower out-of-sample forecast RMSE than the HAR forecasts, while for
many city-horizon pairs the reverse is true. In particular, for Boston, Miami and
Washington D.C., the HAR forecasts significantly beat the direct projection fore-
casts across all four horizons, and for the composite index this is true for all but the
shortest horizon.
3.6 Conclusion
We present a set of new daily house price indexes for ten major U.S. Metropolitan
Statistical Areas spanning the period from June 2001 to September 2012. The in-
dexes are based on the repeat sales method of Shiller (1991), and use a comprehensive
database of several million publicly recorded residential property transactions. We
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demonstrate that the dynamic dependencies in the new daily housing price series
closely mimic those of other financial asset prices, and that the dynamics, along with
the cross-city correlations, are well described by a standard multivariate GARCH-
type model. We find that this simple daily model allows for the construction of
improved daily, weekly, and monthly housing price forecasts compared to the fore-
casts based solely on monthly price indexes.
The new “high frequency” house price indexes developed here open the possibility
for many other applications. Most directly, by providing more timely estimates of
movements in the housing market, the daily series should be of immediate interest
to policy makers and central banks. In a related context, the series may also prove
useful in further studying the microstructure of the housing market. At a broader
level, combining the daily house price series with other daily estimates of economic
activity should afford better and more up-to-date insights into changes in the macro
economy. Along these lines, the series also hold the promise for the construction of
more accurate forecasts for other macro economic and financial time series. We leave
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Daily Index S&P/Case−Shiller Index
Figure 3.1: Daily and monthly house price indexes for Los Angeles
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Raw Daily Index Filtered Daily Index S&P/Case−Shiller Index
(a) January 3, 2000 to December 29, 2000








Raw Daily Index Filtered Daily Index S&P/Case−Shiller Index
(b) January 3, 1995 to October 23, 2012
Figure 3.2: Raw and filtered daily house price indexes for Los Angeles
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(a) Estimated δpLq filter coefficients















(b) Gain (all periods)













(c) Gain (shorter-run periodicities)













(d) Shift (all periods)











(e) Shift (shorter-run periodicities)




















































Figure 3.4: Daily housing returns
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Correlations of actual housing returns
Model−based median correlations
Model−based 95% confidence intervals
Figure 3.5: Unconditional return correlations for Los Angeles and New York
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Mthly Interp Direct HAR
Figure 3.6: Forecast RMSEs as a function of forecast horizon (1 to 20 days)
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4Housing Price Volatilities: Asymmetries and
Linkage to Stock Price Volatilities
4.1 Introduction
The recent economic crisis, which arguably originated with the precipitous drop
in housing prices that began in 2006, directly underscores the important effects
of changes in housing valuation on the capital markets and the overall economy.
Because the level of housing prices is generally believed to be a reflection of consumer
confidence, it is an important indicator of economic recovery. The housing market
not only affects the consumer goods markets through wealth effect (Case et al.,
2005, 2011), it also impacts the financial sector through mortgages and mortgage-
backed securities (Miller and Peng, 2006), as well as investors’ portfolio management
activities. Indeed, many studies (e.g., Cocco, 2005; Yao and Zhang, 2005; Flavin and
Yamashita, 2002, 2011) discuss households’ portfolio management in the presence
of housing and also document the benefits of including real estate or real estate
securities in mixed-asset portfolios (e.g., Webb et al., 1988; Hoesli et al., 2004),
thereby re-emphasizing the importance of understanding the dynamics of housing
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volatility and its relation to financial market volatility.
Financial market volatility has been more accurately measured and studied with
the availability of high frequency intraday data in recent years. However, the most
commonly used housing price measures in research are monthly S&P/Case-Shiller
indexes and quarterly Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO) in-
dexes. The low frequency reporting makes real-time monitoring of housing price
movements impossible; in addition, the aggregation reduces the apparent volatil-
ity, thus resulting in chronic underestimation of housing volatility. Set against this
background, Bollerslev et al. (2013) construct a set of new daily house price series
based on a standard repeat-sales method and a comprehensive housing transaction
database, which provide more timely information about housing market movements
than the existing monthly S&P/Case-Shiller indexes do. The higher-frequency house
price indexes not only afford a more accurate measure of housing volatilities, but also
shed new light on the housing volatility dynamics at the daily and weekly frequencies.
The asymmetric response of aggregate stock market volatility to negative and
positive returns has been extensively documented in the literature. Recent studies
have found that volatility asymmetry is more closely related to the time-varying
risk premium than to the degree of financial leverage. Tauchen (2011) and Boller-
slev et al. (2012) provide formal risk-based explanations though general equilibrium
models that endogenously generate volatility asymmetry. In this paper, similar to
that of stock volatility, negative and statistically significant relationships are found
between lagged aggregate housing return and volatilities both from a set of pre-
dictive regressions based on realized variances and from GJR-GARCH type models.
Although housing is a highly leveraged asset class, a direct test of housing volatilities
on changes in loan-to-value ratio indicates that the observed asymmetry in housing
volatility does not stem from changes in the degree of underlying housing financial
leverage, but instead, may result from the risk premium carried by housing volatility.
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A risk-based illustration of the economic mechanism that underlies the observed
volatility asymmetry is provided through a stylized consumption-based asset pricing
model with housing, which also endogenously generates a positively relationship be-
tween housing and stock volatilities. This relationship is empirically assessed in this
paper through a set of predictive regressions based on the augmented Heterogeneous
Autoregressive model of Realized Volatility (HAR-RV) as in Corsi (2009). The hous-
ing market and stock market volatilities are shown to move in the same direction,
meaning that an increase (decrease) in the realized variance of one market will be
followed by an increase (decrease) in the realized variance of the other.
In addition to housing and stock volatilities, cross-sectional return dispersions in
housing and stock markets are also examined in this paper. Cross-sectional dispersion
of stock returns is related to idiosyncratic volatility, which has received considerable
attention in the finance literature (e.g., Campbell et al., 2001; Garcia et al., 2011) and
has been shown to fluctuate with economic conditions. Our cross-sectional dispersion
of housing returns is measured across houses rather than across geographic areas,
using detailed transactions of every houses; therefore, it more accurately reflects how
differently economic shocks affect the values of individual houses. In this paper, the
cross-sectional dispersions are shown to be useful in the prediction of both within-
market and cross-market realized volatilities. In particular, adding the cross-sectional
dispersion of housing returns to the HAR-RV model leads to significantly better out-
of-sample forecasts for daily, weekly, and monthly realized volatilities of the housing
market.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses the
related literature. Section 4.3 gives a brief description of the datasets used in this
paper. Section 4.4 examines the asymmetric effects in housing volatilities at both
aggregate and individual levels, and provides a theoretical asset pricing model to
illustrate the economic mechanism that underlies the empirical findings. Section
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4.5 explores the volatility linkage between housing and stock markets. Section 4.6
provides further analysis of the relationship between volatility and cross-sectional
dispersion of the two markets. Section 4.7 concludes and discusses related future
directions.
4.2 Related Literature
One of the striking characteristics of the stock market is that aggregate market
volatility responds asymmetrically to negative and positive returns. There are two
leading explanations concerning the fundamental causes behind this observed volatil-
ity asymmetry. Early studies by Black (1976) and Christie (1982) attribute it to
changes in balance sheet leverage, whereas others, such as Campbell and Hentschel
(1992), explain it using a time-varying risk premium or volatility feedback effect.
Furthermore, the leverage effect is often found to be larger for aggregate market in-
dex return than for individual stocks (see, e.g., Tauchen et al., 1996; Andersen et al.,
2001.), which counters the leverage-based explanation. Most recent studies have
agreed that volatility asymmetry has little to do with the underlying degree of lever-
age, and the self-contained general equilibrium models developed in Tauchen (2011)
and Bollerslev et al. (2012) have provided a formal risk-based economic mechanism
that underlies the observed lead-lag relationship of return and volatility. For the
housing market, most studies, including Lamont and Stein (1999), have focused on
the influence of collateralized borrowing upon the housing price dynamics, an influ-
ence that concerns the true “financial leverage” effect. Less attention has been paid
to the asymmetric responses of housing volatility to negative and positive housing
returns. In this paper, the housing volatility asymmetry for both aggregate market
and individual areas will be examined.
The volatility linkage between housing and stock market is closely related to the
extensive literature on volatility transmission. Over the past decade, most research
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has focused on the spillover effect among different geographic markets for the same
asset class, for example equity, bonds, and foreign exchange (see, e.g., King and Wad-
hwani, 1990; Hamao et al., 1990; Baillie et al., 1993; Susmel and Engle, 1994.). The
recent turbulence in the U.S. housing market has brought attention to the volatility
spillover among local housing markets and among real estate derivatives markets
(e.g., Michayluk et al., 2006; Miao et al., 2011; Hoesli and Reka, 2011; Zhu et al.,
2012). Much less attention has been paid to the volatility linkage between financial
markets and real sectors, an exception being the stream of studies on the relationship
between the equity and oil markets (Malik and Ewing, 2009; El Hedi Arouri et al.,
2011). The lack of studies on the volatility linkage between the equity and housing
markets is partly due to the lack of housing price measures that are at a compara-
ble measurement frequency to equity data. The housing price measures are usually
computed and published monthly or quarterly, while high frequency intraday stock
market data has been commonly used in the stochastic volatility literature in recent
years. This paper makes use of the volatility measures based on the higher-frequency
daily housing prices provided by Bollerslev et al. (2013) to investigate the volatility
relationship between housing and stock markets.
The cross-sectional dispersion in the stock market relates to the idiosyncratic
volatility that has been studied in the recent finance literature. A study by Gar-
cia et al. (2011) formally shows that the cross-sectional dispersion is a model-free
measure of average idiosyncratic variance. The idiosyncratic volatility of the stock
market is found to vary with economic conditions, and it also moves with stock mar-
ket volatility together countercyclically (see, e.g. Campbell et al., 2001; Stivers, 2003;
Connolly and Stivers, 2006). In terms of housing cross-sectional dispersion, Plazzi
et al. (2008) documented that the cross-sectional dispersion of commercial real estate
returns fluctuates with macroeconomic variables that are closely related to business
cycles, such as term and credit spread, inflation, and short-term interest rates. By
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contrast, most measures of housing return dispersion, such as in Plazzi et al. (2008)
and Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill (2010), are computed across geographic areas. Be-
cause we had access to detailed transaction records of individual houses, our measure
is based on the dispersion across the returns of specific houses, which means that it is
a more accurate measure of the housing risk faced by a typical homeowner. Similar
to the cross-sectional dispersion of the stock market, the cross-sectional dispersion
of housing returns may contain information about prevailing economic conditions,
so it could have predictive power for the time-series volatility of housing and stock
market, and our empirical results confirm this conjecture.
4.3 Data
4.3.1 Housing transaction data
Our housing transaction data was obtained from DataQuick, a property information
company. This database contains detailed transactions of more than one hundred
million properties in the United States. For most of the areas, the historical transac-
tion records extend from the late 1990s to 2012, with transactions recorded as far back
as 1987 for some large metropolitan areas, such as Boston and New York. Properties
are uniquely identified by property IDs. For each property transfer, the transaction
date, transaction value, and loan amount are recorded. A detailed description of the
data is given in Bollerslev et al. (2013).
4.3.2 Daily house price indexes
The daily house price indexes are based on the standard repeat sales model of Shiller
(1991) and are constructed using the housing transaction data from DataQuick. The
daily price series cover 10 major U.S. Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs): Los
Angeles, Boston, Chicago, Denver, Miami, Las Vegas, San Diego, San Francisco,
New York and Washington, D.C., which are the same 10 MSAs in the S&P/Case-
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Shiller monthly Composite 10 Index. Bollerslev et al. (2013) provide the detailed
index construction procedure, as well as a description of 10 cities’ daily indexes and
returns. As shown in Bollerslev et al. (2013), the new higher-frequency housing price
series exhibit many characteristics similar to those of aggregate financial asset price
indexes, such as mild mean predictability and strong volatility clustering. In addition,
the daily indexes contain more information than the traditional monthly or quarterly
indexes. In this paper, the daily Composite 10 Housing Index (Pc,t 
°10
i1wi Pi,t) is
used as a proxy for the aggregate (national) housing price level, which is computed
as the weighted average1 of indexes of 10 MSAs.
4.3.3 Stock data
The daily S&P500 index and daily returns for individual stocks are from the Center
for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). The realized variance measures of stock
returns are based on high frequency 5-min prices of the S&P500 futures contract.
The sample period is chosen to be the common period of all data sets used in this
paper. The shortest daily housing price index begins in June 2001, and the high
frequency stock data extend from January 1993 to December 2011, so the sample
period ranges from June 2001 to December 2011, a period that covers the recent
boom-bust cycle of the U.S. housing market as well as the global financial crisis that
occurred during this time.
The daily Composite 10 House Price Index, the S&P500 index and their returns
(rc,t  logPc,t logPc,t1, rsp,t  logPsp,t logPsp,t1) are shown in Figure 4.1. Both
housing and stock markets experienced rapid growth in the early 2000s and sudden,
dramatic price declines from 2007 to 2009. Although the stock market has rebounded
1 The weights (wi) are identical to the ones used in the construction of the monthly Composite 10
S&P/Case-Shiller index. The specific values for each of the 10 MSAs are 0.212, 0.074, 0.089, 0.037,
0.050, 0.015, 0.055, 0.118, 0.272, and 0.078, respectively, representing the total aggregate value of
the housing stock in the 10 MSAs in the year 2000.
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after the recent crisis, housing prices have oscillated around 2003 level. Housing and
stock returns both show evidence of volatility clustering, and the magnitude of daily
stock returns is almost 10 times larger than that of daily housing returns.
4.4 Volatility Asymmetries in Housing Market
Bollerslev et al. (2013) show that similar to daily financial asset returns, the con-
ditional volatility of daily housing returns is time-varying, highly persistent, and
mean-reverting. In this paper, a detailed investigation of the volatility dynamics
of housing returns is provided with a particular focus on the asymmetric return-
volatility relationship, a well-known characteristic of equity market. There are two
leading explanations for volatility asymmetries in the equity market. One, which at-
tributes the asymmetric return-volatility relationship to changes in financial leverage,
originated the name “leverage” effect. Following the literature, the negative correla-
tion between lagged return and volatility is referred as “leverage effect”, although it
may have nothing to do with the underlying leverage. The other explanation rests
on a time-varying risk premium, which is often referred as the “volatility feedback
effect.” Both effects could explain why housing, as a highly leveraged investment
asset class, can bear volatility asymmetry. Residential housing is highly leveraged,
with average loan-to-value (LTV) ratios2 that range from 0.577 (New York) to 0.858
(Boston) for 10 MSAs; therefore, negative housing returns will increase the degree of
housing leverage and thereby will also increase subsequent housing volatilities. Hous-
ing is also the largest asset held by most U.S. households, which suggests that an
increase in housing volatility would raise the required rate of housing return through
a decline in current price, to allow for higher future returns. Although these two
explanations are characterized by opposite causality relationships, they are often
2 The loan-to-value ratio at purchase is the ratio of the total amount of loans to the transaction
value of the house at the time of the transaction. The average LTV is the sample mean of all LTVs
for housing transactions in each area.
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empirically difficult to distinguish in lower-frequency data.3
4.4.1 Realized volatility measures
The empirical examinations of volatility dynamics in this paper are based on realized
variance measures. The stock realized variances are constructed using high frequency
5-min prices of the S&P500 futures contract4. The 5-min price observations leave a
total of 77 5-min returns and one overnight return per trading day5.
The daily realized variance (RVt) is the sum of 78 within-day 5-min squared re-
turns. The averages of daily realized variances of the past 5 days and 22 days, denoted















where M  78 and 4  1{78. It is well-demonstrated in the literature (see, e.g.,
Andersen et al., 2001; Barndorff-Nielsen, 2002) that the “model free” realized vari-
ance measure based on high frequency intraday data provides more accurate ex-post
observations of the true return variation than the traditional sample variance based
on coarser frequency returns does. Analogous to the realized variances for the stock
3 Bollerslev et al. (2006) use high-frequency 5-minute S&P 500 future returns to differentiate
between the two competing effects and find a highly significant prolonged leverage effect as well as
a strong instantaneous volatility feedback effect.
4 The choice of 5-min sampling frequency allows a reasonable balance between market microstruc-
ture effects when sampling too frequently and loss of price movement information when sampling
coarsely; see, for example, the discussion in Andersen et al. (2011a).
5 Some papers in the stochastic volatility literature exclude the overnight return from realized
variances, because it exhibits different dynamics than those of 5-min returns. Similar results to
those in this paper are obtained if overnight returns are excluded.
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market, the daily housing realized variance HRVt is simply the squared daily return
of the Composite 10 Index. It is noteworthy that although the squared daily return is
a much noisier variance measure than the realized variance based on high-frequency
intraday data, the realized variances based on daily housing returns should afford
more accurate ex post observations of housing return variances than those from
lower-frequency monthly or quarterly housing returns.
HRVt  r2c,t (4.4)
Figure 4.2a and 4.2b present the annualized monthly housing and stock realized
volatilities (standard deviations) for each day from July 2001 to December 2011.
The average monthly realized volatility of stock is about 18.726 percent, while that
of housing is only 2.625 percent, which indicates that the stock market is on average
7 times more volatile than the housing market. As found in Andersen et al. (2001),
the logarithmic transformation renders the stock realized variance approximately
normally distributed. The descriptive statistics shown in Table 4.2 indicate that
the unconditional distribution of both realized variances are skewed and leptokur-
tic, whereas the logarithmic transformation significantly reduces the excess kurtosis
and skewness and makes the variance measures approximately Gaussian. Therefore,
logarithmic variance measures are used in the predictive regressions.
4.4.2 Volatility asymmetries in predictive regressions
Guided by the empirical literature on modeling equity market realized variances,
here I rely on the Heterogeneous Autoregressive model of Realized Volatility (HAR-
RV), which is a simple and parsimonious way of capturing the characteristics of
realized volatility, such as long memory and fat tails. The HAR-RV model was
originally proposed by Corsi (2009), and has been successfully employed in closely
related contexts by including additional terms, either in the original model or in the
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logarithmic form6.
The HAR-RV model is augmented by the term, capturing the additional effect of
negative lagged returns on volatility.
logpHRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpHRVtq   βpwqτ logpHRV t4,tq
  βpmqτ logpHRV t21,tq   γτ logpHRVtq1trc,t 0u   ωt τ (4.5)
logpRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpRVtq   βpwqτ logpRV t4,tq
  βpmqτ logpRV t21,tq   γτ logpRVtq1trsp,t 0u   ωt τ (4.6)
where 1tt τPQju indicates whether t τ belongs to the jth quarter, which controls for
potential seasonality in realized variances7. τ is the forecast horizon, in which τ  1,
τ  5 and τ  22 correspond to (approximately) daily, weekly, and monthly hori-
zons, respectively. HRV t 1,t τ  1τ
°τ
j1HRV t j and RV t 1,t τ  1τ
°τ
j1RV t j
are average housing and stock realized variances from day t   1 to t   τ . If γτ is
different from zero under this specification, then volatility asymmetry exists. The
logarithmic daily realized variances (logpHRVtq, logpRVtqq) are all negative through-
out the sample, so γτ should be negative to capture the fact that volatility usually
increases following bad news. The estimation results are shown in Table 4.7. For
both markets, the asymmetry coefficients γτ are small in magnitude. For the stock
market, γτ is negatively significant for all daily, weekly and monthly forecast hori-
zons, which is in line with the findings documented in the literature (e.g., Patton and
Sheppard, 2011). Meanwhile, for the housing market, γτ is negative, but not statis-
6 For this stream of literature on empirical modeling of realized volatility measures, see, e.g.,
Andersen et al. (2007), Bollerslev et al. (2009) and Andersen et al. (2011b).
7 If monthly dummies are used to control for seasonality, all regression results are similar to
those reported here, and the realized variances for the housing market in January turn out to be
significantly higher than those in other months.
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tically significant at the daily and weekly horizon; it becomes significantly negative
as the horizon increases to monthly. The lack of evidence for volatility asymmetry
for housing at short horizons is not surprising, since the squared daily return is a
much noisier variance measure than one constructed from high-frequency 5 min re-
turns. This observation is also based on the fact that R2s of predictive regressions
for housing realized variance are much lower than those from stock realized variance
regressions, especially at short forecast horizons.
One interesting finding in the literature is that although volatility asymmetry is
found for aggregate stock returns, it tends to be weaker at the individual stock level
(see, e.g. Tauchen et al., 1996; Andersen et al., 2001); this evidence is contradictory
to the leverage-based explanation. Similarly, volatility asymmetry found in aggregate
housing market does not necessarily exist in individual MSAs. The same predictive
regressions can be implemented for each MSA in order to investigate the presence of
volatility asymmetries in individual housing markets.
logpHRV i,t 1,t τ q  ci,τ  
3¸
j1
βi,j,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqi,τ logpHRVi,tq
  βpwqi,τ logpHRV i,t4,tq   βpmqi,τ logpHRV i,t21,tq
  γi,τ logpHRVi,tq1tri,t 0u   ωi,t τ (4.7)
The estimation results are reported in Table 4.3. γτ is negative and statistically
significant at the monthly forecast horizon for seven (Los Angeles, Boston, Denver,
Miami, Las Vegas, San Diego and New York) out of ten MSAs. The only exception
is New York, where evidence of volatility asymmetry is shown at the weekly horizon.
4.4.3 Volatility asymmetries and degree of financial leverage
Although it is unlikely that the volatility asymmetries in housing markets found
at daily frequency stem from the corresponding changes in the degree of financial
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leverage, it is still instructive to formally test this hypothesis before turning to other
explanations. A direct measure of the degree of financial leverage for housing is the
loan-to-value (LTV) ratio, which is the proportion of loans (usually secured by the
property) in relation to its transaction value. Let LTVi,t be the average loan-to-value
ratio8 of all transactions in area i at day t. In the predictive regression, suppose the
original asymmetry parameter is a function of the daily changes in the loan-to-value
ratio (4LTVi,t) as follows.
logpHRV i,t 1,t τ q  ci,τ  
3¸
j1
βi,j,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqi,τ logpHRVi,tq
  βpwqi,τ logpHRV i,t4,tq   βpmqi,τ logpHRV i,t21,tq
  pγi,τ   γ 1i,τ 4 LTVi,tq logpHRVi,tq1tri,t 0u   ωi,t τ (4.8)
where γ
1
i,τ capture the effect of changes in loan-to-value ratio on the future hous-
ing realized variance, when the current housing return is negative. If the observed
volatility asymmetry is not related to the changes in LTV, γ
1
i,τ should be insignifi-
cant. It can be seen from Table 4.4 that γ
1
i,τ is generally not statistically different
than zero for all horizons, and that γi,τ is not affected after controlling for changes in
LTV for all MSAs. This result suggests that the volatility asymmetries at individual
housing markets, although they are relatively weak, do not result from changes in
degree of the underlying financial leverage. A similar test can be done for the realized
variances of the aggregate housing market.
logpHRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpHRVtq
   βpwqτ logpHRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpHRV t21,tq
  pγτ   γ 1τ 4 LTVtq logpHRVtq1trc,t 0u   ωt τ (4.9)
8 The ratio used here is a combined loan-to-value, which includes all (up to three) loans on the
property besides the primary loan.
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where LTVt is a weighted average of all LTVi,t, using the same weights as in the daily
Composite 10 Index. Similar to the results for individual MSAs, γ
1
τ is not statistically
significant for all horizons, and γτ is still negative and statistically significant after
controlling for changes in LTV. Overall, these results indicate that the observed
asymmetric responses of housing volatility to negative and positive returns have little
connection to the underlying degree of housing leverage; this indication is similar to
the findings in Figlewski and Wang (2000), which show that the asymmetric effects
in stock volatilities have little to do with the underlying firm leverages.
4.4.4 Robustness check
In addition to the predictive regressions, the GARCH type of models, including E-
GARCH and GJR-GARCH, are well-established as formal tests of the asymmetric
effect in volatility at daily frequency. As a robustness check of the results from
predictive regressions, I employed the GJR-GARCH model proposed by Glosten
et al. (1993) to examine the volatility asymmetries in the housing market at both
aggregate and individual levels9.
For housing returns in individual areas, Bollerslev et al. (2013) propose a HAR-
X-GARCH model and show that it fits daily returns for all 10 MSAs reasonably
well.10 For the conditional mean part of the model, the own fifth lag of the returns is
included here to account for any weekly calendar effects, and the own monthly and
composite monthly returns provide a parsimonious way of accounting for longer-run
city-specific and common national dynamic dependencies. Asymmetric responses to
positive and negative shocks are allowed in the conditional variance structure as in
9 Engle and Ng (1993) compare various GARCH type models that could test leverage effect and
find that the GJR model is the best parametric one.
10 Bollerslev et al. (2013) provide detailed specification tests of the HAR-X-GARCH model.
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the GJR-GARCH specification.
ri,t  µi   ρi1ri,t1   ρi5ri,t5   ρimrmi,t1   ρicrmc,t1   εi,t (4.10)
εi,t|Ωt1  Np0, hi,tq
V art1pri,tq  hi,t  ωi   αiε2i,t1   βihi,t1   γiε2i,t11tεi,t1 0u (4.11)
All parameters are estimated simultaneously by the standard (quasi-)maximum like-
lihood method. For each area, the estimation results are shown in Table 4.5 with
robust standard errors as in Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992). The small and in-
significant values of γ for all 10 MSAs indicate that volatility asymmetry is not found
at the individual MSA level. The lack of evidence for volatility asymmetry in in-
dividual housing markets is in line with the fact that it is also not found at daily
horizon from the predictive regressions.
For the aggregate housing market, I consider a similar model for returns of the
Composite 10 Index. Instead of using only the first and fifth lags in the conditional
mean equation for returns of individual areas, I include all five lagged returns for
modeling the conditional mean, because the composite return is more persistent than
the individual series11. I also rely on the GJR-GARCH specification to examine the
asymmetric effect in aggregate market volatility.
rc,t  µc  
5¸
j1
ρj rc,tj   ρm rmc,t1   εc,t (4.12)
εc,t|Ωt1  Np0, hc,tq
V art1prc,tq  hc,t  ω   α ε2c,t1   β hc,t1   γ ε2c,t11tεc,t1 0u (4.13)
The (quasi-)maximum likelihood estimates are shown in Table 4.6. The estimated
γ is positive and statistically significant, although the magnitude of 0.036 is rela-
tively small. Positive γ under the GJR-GARCH specification suggests that volatility
11 The volatility asymmetry result is robust to the reasonable choices of the number of lagged
returns, and is also robust to the GARCH-in-mean specification.
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will increase more following a negative return shock, which is evidence of volatility
asymmetry for daily aggregate housing returns. For comparison, I next consider a
simple GJR-GARCH model for S&P 500 index returns(rsp,t). The well-documented
volatility asymmetry of the stock market is found for this sample period; similar to
the housing asymmetry parameter, γ has a relatively small magnitude of 0.137.
rsp,t  µsp   ρ1 rsp,t1   εsp,t (4.14)
εsp,t|Ωt1  Np0, hsp,tq
V art1prsp,tq  hsp,t  ω   α ε2sp,t1   β hsp,t1   γ ε2sp,t11tεsp,t1 0u (4.15)
Overall, strong evidence of volatility asymmetry exists for both the aggregate housing
and stock markets. This result is in line with the results from predictive regressions,
although the noisy housing realized variances render the asymmetry parameters sta-
tistically insignificant at short horizons.
Although the GJR-GARCH model and the predictive regressions reach similar
conclusions on the volatility asymmetries for the aggregate and individual hous-
ing markets, the regression approach has a clear advantage over the GJR-GARCH
approach. The GJR-GARCH model, which is mostly used to analyze the return-
volatility relationship at daily frequency, can hardly give accurate estimates at monthly
frequency, if the sample size is not big enough. The predictive regression provides a
simple and accurate way to gauge the return-volatility relationship at daily, weekly,
and monthly horizons.
4.4.5 Volatility asymmetries in equilibrium
Tauchen (2011) develops a general equilibrium model that endogenously generates a
dynamic leverage effect in the stock market, the sign of which depends directly on
the coefficient of risk aversion and the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution of a
representative agent. Bollerslev et al. (2012) further provide an equilibrium model
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that can explain not only volatility asymmetry, but also other empirical facts of the
dynamic dependencies of stock market volatility, such as long memory volatility and
short memory volatility risk premium. Moreover, their model is cast in continuous
time to avoid the assumption of the agent’s decision interval.
As a stylized illustration of the mechanism of leverage effects in the housing mar-
ket, this paper follows the discrete time framework in Tauchen (2011) and introduce
housing as an asset that pays a stream of housing services. The representative agent
derives utility from a consumption bundle composed of housing service and nonhous-
ing consumption as in Piazzesi et al. (2007). The detailed model setup and solutions
are given in Appendix B. This model can endogenously generate negative correla-
tions between lagged return and volatility for both housing and stock assets, which is
in line with the empirical volatility asymmetries presented in this section. Although
the model only sheds light on the economic mechanism of volatility asymmetries in
aggregate housing and stock markets, it does not directly explain the evidence for
volatility asymmetry in individual housing markets. Similar to the aggregate housing
market volatility, housing volatility at individual MSA levels should also carry risk
premiums, but the large idiosyncratic risks in individual MSAs sometimes render the
volatility asymmetry parameters statistically insignificant.
Aside from the asymmetric effects, housing and stock volatilities are also endoge-
nously linked in the model, which generates the positive correlations between them.
In short, an increase (decrease) in the volatility of one market should be followed by
an increase (decrease) in the volatility of the other market. The next section presents
an empirical investigation into this volatility linkage between the two markets.
4.5 Linkage between Housing and Stock Volatilities
A natural way to study this conditional correlation is to examine volatility trans-
mission through multivariate GARCH type models, which typically require accurate
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time matching across multivariate time series. However, unlike in equity trading, no
centralized market for housing transactions monitors exact deal closure dates. Usu-
ally a time gap exists between deal closure date and transaction publicly recorded
date. The length of this gap varies, but it could be as long as several weeks, during
which house buyers and/or sellers usually go through loan or document prepara-
tion processes. The timing mismatch between housing and stock markets suggests
that the traditional M-GARCH type models might not be good tools with which to
uncover the dynamic conditional correlations of the two volatilities. Similar to the
method used in Section 4.4.2, predictive regressions of realized variances of one mar-
ket on those of the other can be implemented separately over different horizons; this
is a simple way to solve the problem of the date gap. Before turning to the results
of such predictive regressions, let us first look at the unconditional correlations of
two realized variance measures over daily, weekly, and monthly horizons (Table 4.1).
The correlation increases from 0.082 to 0.307 as the horizon widens from daily to
monthly, which suggests that the two variance measures are more closely correlated
at longer horizons. Therefore, monthly realized variances are used as predictors;
moreover, monthly aggregation could also alleviate the problem of date mismatch
between the two volatility series.
First, the HAR-RV model of realized variance of one market is augmented by the
monthly realized variance of the other12. Although the unknown deal closure dates
of housing transactions are always before the record dates, the transactions are only
known to the public on the record dates. For this reason, the housing volatility
measures are constructed from the daily returns that are based on the record dates
12 The HAR-RV model referred to hereafter is the original HAR-RV model in Corsi (2009) in
logarithmic form with an asymmetry term and quarterly dummies.
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of the housing transactions.
logpHRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpHRVtq
  βpwqτ logpHRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpHRV t21,tq
  γτ logpHRVtq1trc,t 0u   βpSqτ logpRV t21,tq   ωt τ (4.16)
logpRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpRVtq
  βpwqτ logpRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpRV t21,tq
  γτ logpRVtq1trsp,t 0u   βpHqτ logpHRV t21,tq   ωt τ (4.17)
Table 4.7 presents the values of the estimated parameters and the corresponding
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation robust standard errors, as in Newey and West
(1987)13 with lags of tT 1{3u   2τ . βpSqτ is significantly positive for all horizons from
daily to monthly, which indicates that an increase in stock market volatility will
be followed by an increase of volatility in the housing market. The inclusion of
logpRV t21,tq only affects the parameter magnitude of logpHRV t21,tq, while leaving
the estimated coefficients for logpHRVtq and logpHRV t4,tq almost intact. The R2s
are increased by 0.2% to 4.6% from daily to monthly horizon. By including monthly
housing realized variance logpHRV t21,tq in the HAR-RV model of stock realized
variance as in (4.17), β
pHq
h is significantly positive for the monthly forecast horizon
(τ  22). This result suggests that higher housing market volatility implies higher
monthly stock market volatility in the future. Also, similar to the estimation result
of (4.16), adding logpHRV t21,tq to the predictive HAR-RV model of stock realized
13 Similar conclusions from predictive regressions could be drawn in this paper if the standard
errors from the data driven automatic lag selection in covariance matrix estimation are used, as in
Newey and West (1994).
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variance only reduces the parameter magnitude of logpRV t21,tq, an effect that is in
line with the strong longer-run unconditional correlation of the two realized variances.
However, R2s are not dramaticallly increased by including logpHRV t21,tq; this is
not surprising, considering that the standard HAR-RV model has already explained
a large proportion (more than 70%) of stock realized variances.
Notice that the τ -day-ahead conditional variance forecasts can be readily obtained
from the GJR-GARCH type models of daily housing and stock returns shown in
Section 4.4.4. The GJR-GARCH forecasted variances could also be used to examine
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where the variances of housing and stock returns at date t   j conditional on the
information of date t can be estimated by iterating (4.13) and (4.15) j-step forward.
σˆ2c,t j|t zV art rεc,t js (4.20)
σˆ2s,t j|t zV art rεsp,t js (4.21)
Next, the GJR-GARCH estimated variances are used to predict future housing and
stock realized variances.
logpHRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpHRVtq
  βpwqτ logpHRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpHRV t21,tq
  γτ logpHRVtq1trc,t 0u   βpSqτ logpSV
GARCH
t 1,t τ q   ωt τ (4.22)
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logpRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpRVtq
  βpwqτ logpRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpRV t21,tq
  γτ logpRVtq1trsp,t 0u   βpHqτ logpHV
GARCH
t 1,t τ q   ωt τ (4.23)
As shown in Table 4.7, these results are similar to results that use past realized
variances as discussed previously in this section. The GJR-GARCH model implies
that τ -days ahead conditional variance forecast for one market is of use in predicting
realized variances of the other market for both weekly and monthly horizons. The
fact that higher (lower) realized variance in one market is observed if higher (lower)
conditional variance is expected in the other market again confirms the positive
volatility relationship between the two markets.
4.6 Cross-sectional Dispersions
Many studies have found that the cross-sectional dispersion of stock returns, which is
a measure of average idiosyncratic variance, is closely related to economic conditions
or aggregate economic uncertainty (see, e.g., Stivers, 2003; Garcia et al., 2011), with
higher (lower) dispersion in a business cycle downturn (upturn). Similarly, the cross-
sectional dispersion of housing returns might also be driven by prevailing economic
conditions, because the economic shocks are propagated differently not only across
regions (Plazzi et al., 2008) but also across houses. Houses are heterogeneous assets,
and homeowners also have different demographic characteristics. An increase in eco-
nomic uncertainty increases the dispersion of some demographic characteristics, such
as income due to heterogeneous abilities, and may also generate many correspond-
ing housing activities, such as forced moves and foreclosures, both of which increase
the cross-sectional dispersion of housing returns within a region14. Therefore, be-
14 Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill (2010) use a spatial equilibrium model to study the house price
dispersion across metropolitan areas, and argue that faced with an increase in the productivity dis-
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cause the cross-sectional dispersions of housing and stock returns are closely linked
to economic fluctuations, they should be positively correlated with housing and stock
volatilities, which will be examined in this section.
4.6.1 Cross-sectional variance
For the housing market, let Ri,j,t be the annualized logarithmic return of house i in
area j that sold at time t, and previously sold at time s.
Ri,j,t  1pt sq{365plogPi,j,t  logPi,j,sq (4.24)
If there are in total Nj,t houses sold at date t in area j, the cross-sectional variance





pRi,j,t  R¯j,tq2 (4.25)
The cross-sectional variance for the housing market is the weighted average of the





Figure 4.2c shows that the cross-sectional housing dispersion dramatically increased
during the turbulent period of the housing market from late 2007 to early 2010. To
compute the cross-sectional variances of the stock market, I obtained the data for 30
stocks in the Dow Jones Industrial Average from CRSP. The cross-sectional variance
at each day, SCVt, is the sample variance of daily returns across the 30 stocks. As
shown in Figure 4.2b and 4.2d, the stock cross-sectional variance and stock volatility
persion across areas, households choose to reallocate from lower to higher productivity metropolitan
areas, a choice that generates increases in the observed cross-sectional dispersions of both house
prices and wages. The measure of housing return dispersion used in this paper is at household level,
which more accurately reflects the risk faced by homeowners.
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show similar countercyclical patterns, and both peaked around late 2008. It is also
noteworthy that the average annualized housing cross-sectional dispersion is 12.754
percent, much higher than that of the stock market with only 1.566 percent. The
large difference comes from the way the two cross-sectional variances are constructed.
Unlike that for stock, the cross-sectional dispersion of housing has nothing to do with
the daily housing returns. Instead, it reflects an accumulation of all the risks through
the time interval (6 years on average) between two successive transactions involving
the same house.
4.6.2 Cross-sectional variances and volatilities of two markets
The unconditional correlations shown in Table 4.1 indicate that the within-market
correlations of volatility and cross-sectional dispersion are the highest (0.700 for
the housing market and 0.682 for the stock market, at monthly frequency). The
cross-market correlations between volatility and cross-sectional dispersion are also
higher than correlations between the two volatilities. For example, at the monthly
frequency, the correlation of HCV and RV is 0.433 and the correlation of SCV
and HRV is 0.316; both are higher than the correlation of RV and HRV , which
is 0.307. Similar to the methodology of studying the volatility relationship of the
two markets, predictive regression is also employed to study the relationship between
volatility and cross-sectional dispersion. I augment the HAR-RV model with monthly
average housing cross-sectional variance.
logpHRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpHRVtq
  βpwqτ logpHRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpHRV t21,tq
  γτ logpHRVtq1trc,t 0u   βpHqτ logpHCV t21,tq   ωt τ(4.27)
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logpRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpRVtq
  βpwqτ logpRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpRV t21,tq
  γτ logpRVtq1trsp,t 0u   βpHqτ logpHCV t21,tq   ωt τ (4.28)
With significantly positive values of estimated β
pHq
τ , the lagged monthly cross-sectional
housing return dispersion shows predictability for both housing and stock realized
variances for all horizons from daily to monthly. In addition, for predicting housing
realized variances, the inclusion of logpHCV t21,tq dramatically increases the R2s for
all horizons. In particular, for the one-month-ahead forecast of housing realized vari-
ance, the R2 increases from 0.488 to 0.611. If we replace the housing cross-sectional
variance with that of the stock market, the coefficient of SCV t21,t is significantly
positive in (4.29) for only the monthly forecast horizon but is significantly positive at
all horizons in (4.30), which implies that the stock cross-sectional variance is only cor-
related with housing volatility in the long-run, although the longer-run relationship
with housing may come from the gap between deal closure and record dates.
logpHRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpHRVtq
  βpwqτ logpHRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpHRV t21,tq
  γτ logpHRVtq1trc,t 0u   βpSqτ logpSCV t21,tq   ωt τ (4.29)
logpRV t 1,t τ q  cτ  
3¸
j1
βj,τ1tt τPQju   βpdqτ logpRVtq
  βpwqτ logpRV t4,tq   βpmqτ logpRV t21,tq
  γτ logpRVtq1trsp,t 0u   βpSqτ logpSCV t21,tq   ωt τ (4.30)
If all three variance measures, realized variances, and two cross-sectional variances
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are included in the predictive regressions, as Table 4.7 illustrates, stock realized vari-
ance still shows predictability for housing realized variances, but this predictability
is not as strong as that of the cross-sectional variance15. The stock realized variance
and stock cross-sectional variance take opposite signs for all horizons, which may
result from the high correlation between these two measures. Wald tests for joint
significance of the three variables suggest that they jointly carry information that
is useful in forecasting housing realized variances for all horizons. For predicting
stock realized variance, only the coefficient of stock cross-sectional variance at the
daily horizon is significant. However, the Wald tests suggest that logpHRV t21,tq,
logpHCV t21,tq and logpSCV t21,tq are still jointly significant at the conventional
significance level for all forecast horizons, which implies that these three measures
carry similar useful information on predicting stock realized variance. The R2s for
predicting housing realized variances increase dramatically with the inclusion of all
three measures.
4.6.3 Out-of-sample forecast performance of cross-sectional variances
Overall, the in-sample regression results imply that the two cross-sectional variance
measures are potentially the best predictors of realized variances. It is also instruc-
tive to evaluate the out-of-sample forecast performance of each variance measure.
The benchmark model is the HAR-RV model with a volatility asymmetry term and
quarterly dummies, whose forecast performance is compared with that of four other
models, each of which is a benchmark model augmented with realized, GJR-GARCH
variance of the other market or the two cross-sectional variances. The in-sample pe-
riod is June 2001 to June 2009, and July 2009 to December 2011 is the out-of-sample
15 The GJR-GARCH estimated variances are excluded, because they are highly correlated with
the realized measures, which could cause the problem of collinearity.
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period16. The model parameters are estimated once over the fixed in-sample window.
Table 4.8 reports the Diebold-Mariano test statistics and corresponding P-values for
equal forecast accuracy against the alternative that the forecasts from the augmented
HAR-RV model outperforms the benchmark model under the MSE loss function.
The Diebold-Mariano tests indicate that only the cross-sectional variance measures
are useful for out-of-sample forecasts of realized variances. In particular, including
cross-sectional housing variance leads to significantly better out-of-sample forecasts
for housing realized variances than those from the benchmark for all horizons from
daily to monthly. The augmented model with stock cross-sectional variance can
beat the performance of the benchmark HAR-RV model for predicting realized stock
variance only at the daily forecast horizon.
4.7 Conclusion
This paper uses a set of newly constructed daily housing price series, as well as
daily and high-frequency intraday stock prices, to investigate the volatility asymme-
tries and volatility relationship of housing and stock markets. Results based on a
set of predictive regressions suggest that significant volatility asymmetries exist in
the aggregate housing market and seven out of ten individual areas. A direct test
of volatility on changes in loan-to-value ratio suggests that the observed volatility
asymmetry in the housing market does not come from changes in degree of hous-
ing financial leverage, but instead results from the risk premium carried by housing
volatility, as illustrated by a consumption-based asset pricing model with housing.
The volatilities of the two markets are found to be positively correlated; in par-
ticular, if the volatility in one market increases (decreases), higher (lower) future
volatility in the other market will be observed. Moreover, the cross-sectional vari-
16 Earlier version of the daily house price indexes is based on a vintage of the DataQuick database
that ended in June 2009, which is how the sample-split point is chosen.
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ances are positively correlated with the future volatilities of the two markets, and
housing cross-sectional variance can be used to improve the out-of-sample forecast
performance for housing realized variances.
The linkage between housing and stock volatilities could also be investigated in
local areas where there are leading industries or firms, and local housing volatility
might be closely linked to the stock volatility of local firms. In addition, besides the
daily housing price indexes, other measures, such as a housing liquidity index, that
concern the microstructure of housing market also could be constructed, which may
be useful to predict housing and stock realized volatilities. Furthermore, the volatility
dynamics of housing prices and its relationship to financial markets are fundamental
to the valuations of many financial derivatives, such as housing index options and
futures, mortgage insurance, and mortgage-backed securities. The more accurate
volatility measures afforded by higher frequency housing indexes could facilitate more

























































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.2: Summary Statistics
Mean Std. dev. Median Skewness Exc. Kurt
Panel A: HRVt
HRVt  100 0.006 0.004 0.005 1.699 4.302
Annualized
?
HRVt 2.625 0.800 2.528 0.730 0.705
logpHRVtq -9.857 0.609 -9.840 -0.094 -0.279
Panel B: RVt
RVt  100 0.397 0.632 0.203 4.757 28.321
Annualized
?
RVt 18.726 11.209 15.620 2.348 7.547
logpRVtq -6.094 0.962 -6.198 0.730 0.180
Panel C: HCVt
HCVt  100 1.682 0.651 1.393 1.102 0.292
Annualized
?
HCVt 12.754 2.357 11.802 0.863 -0.361
logpHCVtq -4.150 0.350 -4.274 0.648 -0.803
Panel D: SCVt
SCVt  100 0.032 0.046 0.015 3.662 15.789
Annualized
?
SCVt 1.566 0.868 1.243 2.319 5.790
logpSCVtq -8.522 0.842 -8.775 1.199 1.004
Note: RVt and HRVt are monthly housing and stock realized variances
at date t. HCVt and SCVt are the annualized monthly average housing







SCVt are annualized monthly volatilities (Std.dev) in percentage that





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.6: GJR-GARCH model estimation results for aggregate indexes
rc,t  µc  
°5
j1 ρj rc,tj   ρm rmc,t1   εc,t
V art1prc,tq  hc,t  ω   α ε2c,t1   β hc,t1   γ ε2c,t11tεc,t1 0u
rsp,t  µsp   ρ1 rsp,t1   εsp,t
V art1prsp,tq  hsp,t  ω   α ε2sp,t1   β hsp,t1   γ ε2sp,t11tεsp,t1 0u
rc,t rsp,t
Panel A: Conditional mean
µ 0.004 0.003 0.045 0.006
(0.003) (0.003) (0.017) (0.018)
rt1 -0.083 -0.078 -0.074 -0.066











Panel B: Conditional variance
ωp102q 0.006 0.006 1.340 1.222
(0.004) (0.002) (0.579) (0.333)
ε2t1 0.030 -0.008 0.083 -0.022
(0.006) (0.004) (0.014) (0.010)
ht1 0.968 0.988 0.909 0.941
(0.007) (0.004) (0.013) (0.008)
ε2t11tεt1 0u 0.036 0.137
(0.009) (0.017)
Note: This table shows Quasi Maximum Likelihood Estimates

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) Composite 10 index












(b) S&P 500 index







(c) Return of composite 10 index







(d) Return of S&P 500 index
Figure 4.1: The daily indexes and returns of housing and stock markets
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(a) Realized volatility of housing market











(b) Realized volatility of stock market








(c) Cross-sectional dispersion of housing
market









(d) Cross-sectional dispersion of stock
market
Note: The realized volatilities for housing and stock market are annualized monthly
realized volatility in percentage. The cross-sectional dispersions are the annualized
monthly average volatilities in percentage.
Figure 4.2: Realized volatilities and cross-sectional dispersions of housing and stock
markets
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(a) Daily average LTV in Los Angeles












(b) Daily composite LTV









(c) Changes in daily LTV in Los Angeles











(d) Changes in daily composite LTV
Figure 4.3: Loan-to-value (LTV) ratios and changes in LTV
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Figure A.1: Sample autocorrelations for raw daily index returns
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Sep2003 Dec2005 Apr2008 Jul2010
Raw Daily Index Filtered Daily Index S&P/Case−Shiller Index




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix to Chapter 4
The stylized equilibrium model discussed in Section 4.4.5 is designed to illustrate the eco-
nomic mechanism behind the observed volatility asymmetry in aggregate housing and stock
volatilities, as well as to shed light on the theoretical linkage between the two volatilities.
The model involves a standard endowment economy with Epstein-Zin-Weil recursive pref-
erence (Epstein and Zin, 1989; Weil, 1989), which can induce an endogenous volatility risk
premium (Bansal and Yaron, 2004; Tauchen, 2011). It builds on the Housing-CAPM model
proposed by Piazzesi et al. (2007) and the discrete-time long-run risk model pioneered by
Bansal and Yaron (2004). Instead of looking for an exact model solution under a special
case, as in Fillat (2008), this paper follows the approximation approach in Bansal and
Yaron (2004) to obtain the model solution in a general setting.
Consider an economy with a representative agent that derives utility from a consump-
tion bundle, C˜t. The recursive utility function is
Vt 







where δ is the rate of time preference and ψ  1{ρ is the intertemporal substitution. The
parameter γ is the risk aversion coefficient, which determines the curvature of the value
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function.
Following Piazzesi et al. (2007), the consumption bundle C˜t is composed of two goods:














where ε is the elasticity of substitution between housing and non-housing consumption
and ω is a preference shift parameter. Housing is incorporated in the model both as an
argument of the utility function and as an asset. To simplify the analysis and focus on
the volatility dynamics, assume that both the housing and nonhousing consumption can
be adjusted without cost1.












where PCt and P
S
t are prices for the non-housing consumption and housing service, respec-










After the approximation and log-linearization, the geometric growth rate of aggre-
gate consumption (g˜t 1  logpC˜t 1{C˜tq) is the weighted sum of the growth rate of non-
housing consumption (gt 1  logpCt 1{Ctq) and the growth rate of relative prices (gp,t 1 
logpPSt 1{PCt 1q  logpPSt {PCt q).
g˜t 1  gt 1  G1gp,t 1 (B.0.5)








ε is a linearization constant.
1 Flavin and Nakagawa (2008) and Flavin (2012) assume that the household incurs an adjust-
ment cost when altering the holding of the durable good (or house), although financial assets and
consumption of the nondurable good can be adjusted without cost.
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Next, assume the dynamics of the growth rate of non-housing consumption (gt 1 
logpCt 1{Ctq), relative price of housing service to nonhousing consumption2 (prt  logpP rt q 
logpPSt {PCt q) and stock dividend growth rate (gd,t 1  logpDt 1{Dtq) as:
gt 1  σg,tzg,t 1 (B.0.6)
σ2g,t 1  aσ   ρσσ2g,t  
?
qzσ,t 1 (B.0.7)
prt 1  µp   ρpprt   σp,tzp,t 1 (B.0.8)
σ2p,t 1  aσp   ρσpσ2p,t  
?
qpzσp,t 1 (B.0.9)
gd,t 1  kgt 1   σdzd,t 1 (B.0.10)
where the parameters satisfy aσ ¡ 0, aσp ¡ 0, |ρσ|   1, |ρσp|   1, |ρp|   1, and zg,t 1,
zσ,t 1, zp,t 1, zσp,t 1, zd,t 1 are i.i.d. N(0,1) processes. The growth rate of nonhousing con-
sumption gt 1 is assumed to be unpredictable with conditional variance σg,t and constant
volatility-of-volatility q. The relative price prt follows an autoregressive process with flexible
degrees of persistence ρp, along with conditional variance σp,t and constant volatility-of-
volatility qp. The specification of dividend growth rate gd,t 1 is used for pricing equity
later on with k ¡ 0 and σd ¥ 0, to match the empirical variance of stock dividend growth
rate and its correlation to nonhousing consumption growth rate3.
The logarithm of the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution can be expressed as
mt 1  logpMt 1q  θ log δ  θψ1g˜t 1   pθ  1qr˜t 1 (B.0.11)
where θ  p1  γqp1  ψ1q1 and r˜t 1 is the market return.
Let wt denote the logarithm of the price-dividend ratio of the asset that pays the
consumption bundle endowment, tC˜t ju8j1. Following the method in Bansal and Yaron
(2004), we can conjecture a solution for wt as an affine function of the state variables, σ
2
g,t,
2 Note that the static first order condition in (B.0.3) implies that specifying the dynamics of
equilibrium relative quantity of housing and nonhousing consumption is equivalent to specifying
the dynamics of equilibrium relative price.
3 Piazzesi et al. (2007) provides a detailed discussion on the asset pricing implication according





wt  A0  A1σ2g,t  A2σ2p,t  A3prt (B.0.12)
The coefficients A0, A1, A2 and A3 can be solved using Campbell and Shiller (1988)
approximation
r˜t 1  κ0   κ1wt 1  wt   g˜t 1 (B.0.13)






p1  ψ1qG1   κ1A32
2p1  κ1ρσpq
A3  pψ
1  1qG1pρp  1q
κ1ρp  1 (B.0.14)
It then follows that total market return, r˜t 1, takes the following form:
r˜t 1  κ0   κ1

A0  A1paσ   ρσσ2g,t  
?
qzσ,t 1q  A2paσp   ρσpσ2p,t  
?
qpzσp,t 1q
 A3pµp   ρpprt   σp,tzp,t 1qs  pA0  A1σ2t  A2σ2p,t  A3prt q   σg,tzg,t 1
 G1 rµp   pρp  1qprt   σp,tzp,t 1s (B.0.15)
and the stochastic discount factor (SDF) is
mt 1  θ log δ  θψ1g˜t 1   pθ  1qr˜t 1
 θ log δ  θψ1







A0  A1paσ   ρσσ2g,t  
?
qzσ,t 1q
 A2paσp   ρσpσ2p,t  
?
qpzσp,t 1q  A3pµp   ρpprt   σp,tzp,t 1q

pA0  A1σ2t  A2σ2p,t  A3prt q




With aggregate consumption (C˜t) as the numeraire, the housing asset that pays the





where the price index Pt of the aggregate consumption is
Pt  ppPCt q1ε   ωεpPSt q1εq1{p1εq (B.0.18)
Next, the logarithm of dividend growth rate of the housing asset gh,t 1 can be approximated
as
gh,t 1  logpDht 1q  logpDht q  gt 1   p1  ε αqgp,t 1 (B.0.19)






. Then, the Campbell and Shiller (1988) approximation of the
housing asset return is
rh,t 1  κh,0   κh,1wh,t 1  wh,t   gh,t 1 (B.0.20)
where wh,t is the logarithmic price-dividend ratio of the asset that pays the housing con-
sumption. Similar to the previous calculation, if we conjecture wh,t  B0 B1σ2g,t B2σ2p,t 
B3p
r





2   2G1ψθ r1   α  ε G1  A3κ1 B3κh,1  pG1  A3κ1qθs
2ψ2pκh,1ρσp  1q




1pρp  1qθ A3pκ1ρp  1qpθ  1q  pρp  1qp1   α  ε G1 G1θq
κh,1ρp  1
B1  2A1pκ1ρσ  1qpθ  1q   p1  ψ
1q2θ2
2p1  κh,1ρσq (B.0.21)
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To price equity, assume the stock dividend growth rate as logpDt 1{Dtq  k logpCt 1{Ctq 
σdzd,t 1. Similar to the pricing of the housing asset, the stock dividend in numeraire of





Then, the stock dividend growth rate gs,t 1  logpDst 1{Dst q can be expressed as
gs,t 1  kgt 1   σdzd,t 1   pαqgp,t 1 (B.0.23)
Similarly, approximate the stock returns as rs,t 1  κs,0   κh,1ws,t 1  ws,t   gs,t 1 and
conjecture ws,t  C0  C1σ2g,t  C2σ2p,t  C3prt . Then, solve for the equilibrium solutions of
the coefficients.
C1  θ
2ψ2  2ψ1θp1   k   θq   2A1p1   κ1ρσqp1   θq   p1   k   θq2
2p1   κs,1ρσq
C2  
2A2pκ1ρσp  1qpθ  1q  

α G1  A3κ1  C3κs,1   pG1ψ1 G1  A3κ1qθ
2
2p1   κs,1ρσpq
C3  A3ψpκ1ρp  1qpθ  1q   p1   ρpq rαψ  G1pψ   θ  ψθqs
ψp1   κs,1ρpq (B.0.24)
Following much of the stochastic volatility literature, the capital returns of stock and
housing, instead of total returns with dividends, are examined:
∆ps,t 1  logpPs,t 1q  logpPs,tq
 ws,t 1  ws,t   gs,t 1
 paσC1   aσpC2  αµp   C3µpq  pα C3qp1   ρpqprt
 C1p1   ρσqσ2g,t   C2p1   ρσpqσ2p,t   kσg,tzg,t 1
 pα  C3qσp,tzp,t 1   σdzd,t 1
 C2?qpzσp,t 1   C1?qzσ,t 1 (B.0.25)
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∆ph,t 1  logpPh,t 1q  logpPh,tq
 ws,t 1  ws,t   gs,t 1
 paσB1   aσpB2   µp  αµp  B3µp  εµpq
p1   αB3   εqp1   ρpqprt  B1p1   ρσqσ2g,t
 B2p1   ρσpqσ2p,t   σg,tzg,t 1   p1  α B3  εqσp,tzp,t 1
 B2?qpzσp,t 1  B1?qzσ,t 1 (B.0.26)
where Ps,t and Ph,t are prices of stock and housing asset at time t. The one-step conditional
variance processes of the capital returns are defined as
σ2s,t  V artp∆ps,t 1q  C21q   C22qp   σ2d   k2σ2g,t   pα C3q2σ2p,t (B.0.27)
σ2h,t  V artp∆ph,t 1q  B21q  B22qp   σ2g,t   p1   αB3   εq2σ2p,t (B.0.28)
Both the conditional variances σ2s,t and σ
2
h,t depend on the conditional volatility of nonhous-
ing consumption growth rates, conditional volatility of relative prices, and their volatility-
of-volatilities q and qp.
Volatility asymmetry typically refers to the correlation between the conditional variance
process and lagged return process. The model implies the following conditional moments
for each market:
Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q  C1k2q   C2pα C3q2qp (B.0.29)
Covtp∆ph,t 1, σ2h,t 1q  B1q  B2p1   αB3   εq2qp (B.0.30)
The sign of the conditional covariances are not obvious, because it depends on the sign
and/or the magnitude of coefficient constants (Bj1,2,3, Cj1,2,3) and two volatility-of-
volatilities (q, qp). To examine the possible sign of the conditional covariances, the val-
ues of coefficient constants are calculated based on model parameter values that have
been commonly used or previously estimated in the literature, together with parameter
values implied by the data from the National Income and Product Account (NIPA) ta-
bles4. Under the benchmark parameter values shown in Table B.1, Covtp∆ph,t 1, σ2h,t 1q
4 The quantities and prices of housing service and nonhousing consumption are quarterly indexes
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is always negative, but the sign of Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q depends on the magnitude of
volatility-of-volatility ratio q{qp. In particular, if q{qp exceeds the threshold of 4.395104,
Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q is negative.
Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q   0 if q{qp ¡ 4.395  104 (B.0.31)
Covtp∆ph,t 1, σ2h,t 1q   0 (B.0.32)
The volatility-of-volatility ratio q{qp is not easily interpretable, and direct estimation would
require the use of latent variable techniques. Instead, as a way to gauge the magnitude of
q{qp, the robust estimates for σ2g,t and σ2p,t are first calculated by exponentially smoothing
the squared nonhousing consumption growth rate gt 1 and squared residuals from AR(1)





fitted in AR(1) models, from which the variance ratio of residuals is an estimate for the
volatility-of-volatility ratio q{qp. Under a benchmark parameter value setting, q{qp is
estimated to be 0.218, which is larger than the threshold value of 4.395 104. Therefore,
Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q and Covtp∆ph,t 1, σ2h,t 1q should both be negative, which indicates
the existence of volatility asymmetries in both markets.
Table B.2 presents the conditions of the volatility-of-volatility ratio for negative covari-
ances, Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q and Covtp∆ph,t 1, σ2h,t 1q if varying the parameters values of
ω and k. ω measures the representative agent’s preference towards housing consumption.
ω  1 indicates that the agent regards housing consumption as important as nonhousing
consumption, and ω ¡ 1 implies that the agent prefers housing consumption to nonhous-
ing consumption. The empirical stock dividend growth rate is several times higher than
the nonhousing consumption growth rate, so k (together with σd in (B.0.10)) can be set
to match the empirical variance of stock dividend growth rate and its correlation to the
nonhousing consumption growth rate. Then, let ω vary around 1 and set k to be 1 or 3
from 1957 to 2012, obtained from NIPA Personal Income and Outlays, Tables 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, lines
8 and 14.
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and evaluate the conditions of the volatility-of-volatility ratio q{qp for negative conditional
covariances Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q and Covtp∆ph,t 1, σ2h,t 1q. As shown in Table B.2, for all
ω and k examined, the volatility asymmetry should always exist in the housing market.
If the agent weights housing consumption more than nonhousing (ω ¡ 1), there would
always be an effect of volatility asymmetry in stock market. When the agent puts less or
equal weights to housing consumption (ω ¤ 1), the threshold values of q{qp for negative
Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q are all very tiny, especially for k  3. The estimated volatility-
of-volatility ratio of 0.218 exceeds all the thresholds, which suggests that under regular
conditions, Covtp∆ps,t 1, σ2s,t 1q and Covtp∆ph,t 1, σ2h,t 1q should both be negative. This
result indicates that volatility asymmetries should be observed in both housing and stock
markets.
Next, consider the dynamic relationship of two conditional volatility processes σ2s,t and
σ2h,t. It follows from (B.0.27) and (B.0.28) that
Covtpσ2s,t 1, σ2h,t 1 jq  Covtpσ2s,t 1 j , σ2h,t 1q
 k2ρjσq   pα C3q2p1   αB3   εq2ρjσpqp
¡ 0 for j  0, 1, 2, 3, ... (B.0.33)
The dynamic conditional covariances of volatilities are positive provided that the volatility-
of-volatility (q) in the nonhousing consumption growth rate and the volatility-of-volatility
(qp) in the relative price are non-zeros. The covariance peaks at contemporaneity and
decays as the length of the lead or lag j increases, although this shape of the covariance
as a function of lead or lag j is less likely to be observed empirically, because of the
timing mismatch in the data of housing and stock markets, which is discussed in detail in
Section 4.5.
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Table B.1: Benchmark parameter setting
Parameter Source
γ 10 Bansal and Yaron (2004)
ψ 1.5 Bansal and Yaron (2004)
ε 1.27 Piazzesi et al. (2007)







k 1 Piazzesi et al. (2007)
κ1 0.997
κs,1 0.997 Bansal and Yaron (2004)
κh,1 0.997
Note: The assumption that ψ ¡ 1 is a matter of some debate (see, for example,
the discussion in Bansal and Yaron (2004) and its role in leverage effect of eq-
uity volatility in Tauchen (2011). The value of
PSt
PCt
is set to the mean of relative
prices from the year of 1959 to 2012. κ1, κs,1 and κh,1 are all log-linearization
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